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CHA\Pl'ER I

THE PRCBIEM
Statement
t~

!! ~

Problem. The purpose of this study has been

write a history of the Arkansas State Music Teachers' Association.
Background

!! ~ Study. The Arkansas State Music Teachers'

Association is a subsidiary of the Music Teachers' National Association and is composed of teachers of music in public schools and
colleges and private music teachers. The Association was organized
in 1915 1 and since that time annual conventions have been held with
the exceptions of the years; 19341 1935 1 1942 and 1943. From these
annual conventions and various board meetings, records, programs and
minutes of the Association were kept.

These data have provided the

foundation for this study.
When the annual convention of 1916 was held, the motto,
"Elevation, Not Elimination", was adopted by the A£sociation1 and
from that time ferward it has been the purpose of the Association
to elevate the status of music in Arkansas in every possible area.
The Association has been instrumental in establishing standards of
music proficiency within the area of music teaching and has,

great~

through its concentrated efforts, seen music become a part of the
regular curricula of a majority of schools throughout the state.
The intent of this study is to provide a compilation of the
past records of the Association into a history with the hope that it
will encourage and enhance the work of the Association, as well as be

9
a worthwhile contribution to the cause of music in Arkansas.
In order to glean information available concerning the history
of the Association, each past president, now living, was contacted to
determine if records, other than those in the files of the Asseciation1
existed. Additional records in the forms of convention programs,
mimeographed materials and personal testimonies were received and
incorporated iato this history of the Association.
The following procedures were undertaken to determine the
originality of this study:
1. Eacn past president of the Association, now living, was
contaeted te find out if, during his administration, such a study
had been written. This investigation received negative reports
entirely.
2. A review of master's and doctoral abstracts revealed no
document within the area of this study.l

3. A questionnaire was sent to the presidents of all fortytwo state music teacher associations to determime i f any other
state had a historical document of the work of its asseciation.
Thirty-&ne •f the forty-two state presidents replied negatively
concerning the questionnaire, while one state, Florida, replied
that its state music teachers' association did have a documented
history of its work.
After havin« made such investigations, it became evident that
a historical document of the Arkansas State Music Teachers' Association
did not exist, and that such a documented history would place Arkansas
among the very few states which possessed a history of its state music
teachers' association. Further, it was felt that such a history would
be a significant and worthwhile contribution to the Arkansas State
lBibliography of Research Studies in Music Education, 1949-56;
Journal of Research in Music Education: Music Educators National
Conference, Vol. v, N • 2, 1957; Dissertation Abstracts, {abstracts
~f dissertations and monographs in microform), University Microfilms,
Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigano

10
Music Teachers' Association.
The data recorded in this study was taken primarily from
collected materials placed on file by officers ef the Association
since 1915.

CHAPTER II
THE HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE ASSOCIATION

The major premise for the organization of a music teachers'
association 1m 1915 was the establishmeRt of a standard ef musical
achievement whereby music teachers could be certified to teach.
As it was, any persom. who desired might claim himself to be a
teacher of some mode of musical expression and practice such.
The State Board of Educati n had established standards of
educational preparation for other teaching areas, but music teaching
had not been included in this group. Because there was no standard
o£ educatiomal preparation for music teachers and no governing body
in the area of music in the state, the profession of the private

music teacher was being practiced by some who were not qualified.
Early Years. Several conscientious music teachers became
concerned about the prevailing condition of the profession ef music
teaching in Arkansas. In the summer of 1915, some of these music
teachers submitted articles which were published in the Arkansas
Federation ofWomens' Club's section of the Arkansas Gazette. The
principal object of discussion in these articles was the formation
of a state music teachers' organization.
As a result of these articles, a great deal of interest in
such an organization was manifested throughout the state. In early
October of 1915, a meeting of the local teachers and musicians of

12
Little Rock was held in the

w~man's

Parlor of the Hotel Marion.

There were twelve music teachers in attendance at this initial
meeting.
These twelve music teachers formed the nucleus for the state
music teachers' organization which later was named the Arkansas
State Music Teachers' Association.

The officers of the Association1

which were elected from the original twelve members, were:
Mrs. Emile Trebing, President
Mrs. c. E. WhitDey 1 Vice President
Mrs. Guy Mathis, Secretary
Miss Laura Longley1 Treasurer
The major objective of the organization, as has already been
stated, was to esta,blish a certification and accreditation prci>gram
for the music teachers of Arkansas. From the time of the initial
meeting until the convention of 19161 Mrs. Emile Trebing1 president
of the Association, sought for a plan of certification and accredi•
tation which would meet the needs of the Association. At the
convention of 1916 1 with thirty delegates present, Mrs. Trebing
presented the plan of certification and accreditation of the
"Association of Presidents and Past Presidents of State and National
Music Teachers' Associations." This plan was Ulil.animously adepted
by the Association.
This certification and accreditation plan included the Licentiate
Degree and required all music teachers, in order to be certified 1 to
pass examinations in general knowledge of music, history, theory,
dictation and harmony.

Before the plan of certification and accredi•

tation could be used, the Association had to elect an examining board

13
which would give examinations to prospective teachers and members
of the Association.

The Board of Examiners was elected and 1 by the

end of 19161 examinations for certification and accreditation were
being given to the music teachers of Arkansas.
The Association continued to examine and license music teachers
of Arkansas a.nd in 1918 1 the State Board of Education passed a reselution to cooperate with the Association and pledged its assistance in
securing the certification of music teachers throughout the state.2
During the convention of 1918 1 the Association was officially incorporated and a constitution was adopted.3
From the beginning of the Association, the purpose was to
establish a standard for the teaching of music in the state. Through
this standard the Association hoped to raise the status of music.
The Board of Examiners of the Association had been functioning in

the certification and accreditation of music teachers since 1916,
and this action had received the approval of the State Board of
Education.
There were no further records of the work of the Association
until the fifth annual convention in l920o The convention of 1920
was held in the Capital Hotel and the Auditorium of the School for
the Blind in Little Rock. Since its inception in 1915, the Association
had expanciled its work i.1il the following areas t

(1)

establishment o£

2Fifth Annual Report of the Arkansas State Music Teachers'
Association (from the files of the president of the Association),
P• 4, 1922-1923.
3aricinal Constitution of the Association included in
Appendix B.

districts with vice presidents in charge of each district;

(2)

enlargement of the Board of Examiner!:! of the Association; and
(3)

continuance of givinc examinations for the Licentiate Degree.
The officers of the Association for the years 1919•1920 were:
Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey, Fayetteville, Presidem.t
Mrs. Ao Lo Kinney, Green Forest, Vice President
Mr. Fred G.. Smith, Fert Smith, Treasurer
Mr. Owen c. Mitchell, Fayetteville, Secretary
The only record concerning the 1920-1921 historical period

of the Association was a listing of the officers. They weret
Mr. Fred G. Smith, Fort Smith, President
Mrs. Reah Jackson Irion, Dermott, Vice President
Mrs. lewis Hutchins, Little Rock, Treasurer
Mr. Clarence Burg, Fort Smith, Secretary
The seventh annual convention of the •ssociation was held
November 91 19221 in the session room of the First Presbyterian
Church of LittJe Rock. Mrs. Rea.h Jackson Iricm, president ef the
Association, presided at the convention. Other officers included:
Mr. Clarence Burg, Fort Smith, Vice President
Mrs. Iswis Hutchins, Little Rock, Treasurer
Mrs. o. Fo Riggs, Hot Springs, Secretary

The Association, during the convention of 19221 took action
in the following manner:
1. That all music teachers holding a Licentiate Degree from
any other State whose State Music Teachers' Association is not
only affiliated with the National Board of Association of Presidents and Past Presidents of State and National Music Teachers'
Associations, but also requires its members to pass a State Board
examination such as is demanded of our own Candidates-that these
teachers be recognized by this Association and received as
Accredited members witho~t further examination umder our owm
State Beard.
2. That the Chairman of Piano, Violin, Voice, Crean and Public
School Music be required to send scope of demonstration examination
to President for distribution among the various examiners, specifying

scales, arpeggios and composition to be read at sight. (b) That
all District examiners send the President or Chairman report
of this Demonstration examination.

3. That all Chairmen assume full responsibility for their
particular departmen.t; papers to be sent to them direct; papers
to be sent by them to the other twe examiners; gen.eral averages
to be summed up by them and sent to the President with the papers
for return and report to candidates.
4. That the question be settled as to whether the resolution
adopted by the s. A. A. last November relative to contests
includes county and district contests. (b) That an active
campaign be launched immediately to bring this matter before
the school superintendent and non-accredited music teacherso
(c) That it be fully decided whether teachers whose papers are
to go into the hands of the examiners this month, are to be
entitled to the privilege of entering their pupils in these
contests, if teacher has given prescribed music course to pupils.
(d) That some way of enforcing this rule be considered that will
make the fewest enemies for the Association. Judges to be
A. s. M. T. members.

5. That the semi-annual examinations be held in June and
December, as so maRy teachers protest that April and November
are their two busiest months.
6. That we include the names of deceased members in our
official list of Accredited teachers, with the word "deceased"
in Parentheses.4
It was recorded that the Association adopted all the preceding
resolutions. However, nothin& was recorded concerninc the practice or
effect of such resolutions. From the time of the convention of 19221
until the convention of 1925, nothing is recorded except a listing of
the officers for each of the years. The officers for each of the years
weret
1922-1923
Mrs. Reah Jackson Irion, Dermott, President
Mr. Clarence Burg, Fort Smith, Vice President

4Fifth Annual Report of the Arkansas State MUsic Teachers'
Association (from the files of the president of the Association),
PP• 7•9, 1922-1923.
RILEY-HICKINGB0'7HAM USRMW
OUACHITA BAPTIST UNIVERSITY
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Mrs. o. F. R1ggs 1 Hot Springs, Secretary
Mr. Ben Brocchus, Treasurer
1923-1924

Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey, Fayetteville, Presiaent
Mrs. E. P. Coffey, Fort Smith, Vice Presiaent
Mrs. A. L. :Kizlney, Green Forest, Secretary
Mr. Ben Bre~cchus, Treasurer
The minutes of the tenth annual convention revealed that the
convention was bela in the First Baptist Church, Hot Springs, on
NGVember 12, 13 and

14,

l925o The reports of the vice presidents

in charge of the various districts shewed continued grewth and

interest in the Association.'
The following officers were elected by the Association to
serve for the year, l926t

Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey, Fayetteville, President
Mrs. F. w. Harwood, Arkadelphia, Vice Presiden.t
Mrs. A. L. Kinney, Green Forest 1 Secretary
Mr. CMen c. Mitchell, Fayetteville, Treasurer
The elevemth annual convention of the Association met in the
Second Baptist Church, Little Rock, November 11, 12 and 13, 19261 with
President Tovey presidinco A significant step was taken in support
of the work of the Association when 1 on June 21 1926, the State Board
of Education approved a resolution to issue State Licenses for the
Association and place the State Board of Education's seal on the
Licenses. 6
5Eighth Annual Report and Synopsis of Tenth Annual Convention
of the Arkansas State Music Teachers' Association. (from the files of
the President of the Association), P• 71 1925.

~inth Annual Report and Synopsis of Eleventh Annual Convention
of the Arkansas State Music Teachers• Association (from the files of
the President of the Association), P• 4, 1926.
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There was, at this point in the history of the Association,
a dearth ef information until the year 1931. When the records of the
Association resumed iR 19311 the principal action of the Association
remained that of accrediting and certifying music teachers.
Depressio~

Years.

Just prior to the depression years, it

appeared that the Association was well on its

w~

to becominc a strong

organization for it was continually growing each year.

The

~ssociation

had strengthened, in 1932, its program of certification and accreditation
by passing a resolution requiring all music teachers, who were already
licensed, to do additional study in music consistin, of six hours every
two years. This was necessary in order to retain a license to teach
music. The Association had succeeded in taking the initial steps to
elevate the standard of music instruction in Arkansas.
The

depression~

which was being felt by the country, was to

have its impression upon the work of the Association. By March of
1933 1 the Association was in dire circumstances. There was little
money to finance the work of the Association, and due to the difficulty in the travel media, the convention of 1934 was canceled.
It was impossible to determine the extent to which the depression
affected the work of the Association. It was observed from the records,
however, that many of the members of the Association were forced to
withdraw from the Association because of financial reasons.
Re-Development Period. The Association suffered in many areas,
especially in membership, during 1933 and early 1934. There was,
h~ever,

to be a consistent program of re-development during the
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following years. This periQd of re-development was begun when the
State Board of Education took official action, May 181 19341 estab•
lishing the Association as the
music teachers in Arkansas.

~f!icial

accrediting agent for all

The resolution read as follows:

"The Arkansas State Music Teachers AssGciatican shall act as
agents for the State Board of Education in examining and certifying
all music teachers for the public scho0ls of the state ••• 11 7
This action on the part of the State Board of Education was
the needed stimulus to aid in rebuilding the Association.

The

Association had practiced accrediting private music teachers since
19161 but this resolution authorized the Association to accredit
public school music teachers as well.
The primary function of the Association was soon to change,
for in December of 19341 the State Board of Education proposed that
the supervision of public school music, both as to certifying teachers
and as to regulating credits for music in the high school, be centralized
in the State Department of Education. Further, it was proposed that the
State Board of Education determine the qualifications for the certifi•
cation of all public school music teachers.B In Ju~, 1935 1 the
Association voted to comply with these recommendations of the State
Board of Education and ceased the certification of public school music
teachers. The Association did continue its program of certification
and accreditation of the private music teachers.
7Letter from Mr. Ed McCuiston, State Department of Education,
to Mrs. Katherine Price Bailey, president of the Association, May 18 1
1934.
8P.roposal from C~ttee of Arkansas Education Association to
State Board of Education, December 131 1934.
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In 19361 a new plan of certification replaced the practice
of 'certification by examination' which had been used by the
Association. The new plan of certification established college
training as the sole basis for certification. The old-type certificates, which had been issued by the Association, were called for
by the State Department of Education1 and a new-type certificate
was issued. This action was another step forward in centralizing
the certification of music teachers in the State Department of
Education and establishing higher standards of music instruction
throughout the state.
The Association was invited, in 1938 1 to become a group
affiliate of the Arkansas Education Association and responded
positively to this invitation. The Association also became an
affiliate member of the Music Teachers' National Association during

1938.
In the year 1

19401 the Association was to realize the fulfill-

ment of orie of its highest goals. The State Board of Education passed
a resolution requiring public school music to be taught in every school
in the state by

1943. While this effort was stifled by World War II

and was not fully realized 1 it was definitely a major step forward
for music in Arkansas.
~

Years (1941-1944).

The Association had 1 until the outbreak

of World War II 1 grown and expanded its work. The work of the Association
was 1 nevertheless, hindered after the United States entered into the
war in December of 1941.
The Association was not able to hold its annual conventions
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during 1942 and 1943 because of the war.

fa

~

of the annual

conventions and in order to continue the program of the Association,
district meetings were held during 1942 and 1943, but these district
meetings did not prevemt the Association from

sufferin~

a great loss

in membership.
Reconstruction Period. The Association was able, in 1944, to
resume its annual convention.

The twenty-fifth annual convention was

held at the Woman's City Club of Little Rock. Enthusiasm was high and
interest was great as the Association enrolled 220 members at this
convention.

Though the past three years had stifled the progress of

the Association, and every effort of the Association had been hindered
by the war, Mrs. Ben Lincoln, president-elect of the Association at
the 1944 convention, stated the follawing words of encouragement in
a letter of communicationt
1tThe war just finishing interrupted our work; shortages
interrupted our communications; and so we have been in doldrums •••
waiting? Now, aren't we fortunate to be able to plan again?
To meet together again? And to pick up and carry on at an earlier
date than seemed possible six months ago. The opportunities
awaiting us in this reconversion period, and in the future, are
stimulating, intriguinc1 and challenging. Let us join together
to make music in Arkansas the force it can be if we zealously
exert ourselves in our chosen fields of activity.n
"Re-oonversiont. Its Problems and Our Responsibility" was
chosen as the theme of the 1945 convention of the Association. The
enthusiasm amonc the membership was seemingly greater than ever
before.

The theme of the convention was developed by discussions

such as:
1. "Social Security an<il the Private Teacher-..:where die we stan<£11"
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2.

"The GI Bill and the Private Music Teacher•"

3. "The Demand durinc the reconversion period will exceed
the supply-4-nlat do we do about it?"
The primary objective of the Association during the reconstruction period was to increase its membership;

therefore, it was

voted that the theme for the annual convention of 1946 was to be
"Guest Year"•
Throughout 1946, the A.s sociation tried to emphasize the need
for music in the post-war world. A special committee was appointed
by the board of the Association to submit recommendations to the State
Board of Education concerning music in every school in the state. The
cemmittee submitted the following recommendation to the State Board of
Education for its consideration:
We request that such a directive plan by the State Board of
Education be made that music in the public schools of Arkansas
be given the same rating and emphasis as other subjects--that
is; be made a part of the regular curriculum reaching every
student ••• 9
The State Board of Education had previously passed a resolution
in. 19401 which stated that music shcmld be taught in every school in
the state by the year 1943. Of course, the war years had somewhat
hindered this objective; yet, the Association desired that a renewed
effort to place music in every school be instigated.
The immediate post-war enthusiasm which had been prevalent in
the 1944 and 1945 annual conventions of the Association had quickly
died.
~

The annual convention of 1946 registered only 117 members of

the Association present.
9Report of Special Committee from Arkansas State Music Teachers•
Association, January 20 1 1946.
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The Association held its annual convention of 1946 in conjunction with the Arkansas Education Association.
met in Robinson Memorial

Auditorium~

During the board meeting of the

The convention

Little Rock, November 7 and 8.

Association~

a decision was made to

pattern the districts of the Association after those of the Federation
of Music

Clubs~

This would necessitate a revision of the districts

from twelve to fiveo
Association~

The board recommended this revision to the

and the districts were changed from twelve to five

upon the approval of the Association.
Music Educators National Conference.

The Association was

invited to affiliate itself with the Music Educators National
Conference in 1947. At the Executive Board meeting of the Association in 1947 1 it was voted that the Association secure individual
membership in the MUsic Educators National Conference;

and~

that the

Conference make a place in its organization for the Associationo
Prior to this

time~

the Conference had included only Band and

Orchestra groups, Public School Music Teachers, and other individual
members.
The Executive Board of the Association recommended to the
constitution committee of the proposed Arkansas Music Educators
National Conference that a fifth division of the Conference be
formed to include applied music teachers. The Conference did
revise its organization to include private music teachers, and the
Association became an affiliate member of the Music Educators
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National Conference at the Navember convention of 1951.10
Syllabus. Within the area of certification, the work

the

~f

Association continued as a syllabus committee was appointed in 1949
to develop a course of study for applied music teachers in Arkansas.
By March, 1950, the Syllabus was completed
the State Board of
.
p1ano,
VO i Ce

anu~

Eclucati~n

.

,~-

V10~o

and

had been

a~opted

by

for use by private music teachers of

11

Dro Mo Ro Owen, Division sf Instruction, State Department
of Education, wrate to Mrs.

c.

J. Giroir, president Gf the Association

concerning the Syllabus which had been developedt
We wish to compliment you and your group on the forward step
which has been taken in outlining a state course of study in the
field of private music.
There has been an urgent need for this course for many years.
Cordially,
Dro Mo R. Owen12
This Syllabus and the action

concernin~

it taken by the State

Board of Education represented a significant step forward in music
instruction for the private teacher of music.

The Syllabus was to

serve as a guide for the private music teachers and presented some
standarcil which could be used by the State Department of Education.
l~emor~ndum ta the Association from Mrs. c. J. Giroir,
president of the Association, (mimeographed), 1951.

1J.syllabus included in Appendix A.
12Letter to Mrs. Co J. Giroir, president of the Association,
from Dr. Mo Ro O~n, Division of Instruction, State Department of
Education, March 7, 1950.
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The action of the Association, at this

~ericd

in its history,

makes a considerable change. The Association had, since its beginning
in 1915 1 functioned primarily as an accrediting agent fer the private
music teacher. However, the program of the Association was now to be
channeled into areas of:

(1) Elevating the teaching standarcls cf its

members through participation in the Association; (2)

Presenting

quality programs at the annual conventions which includeQ renowned
lecturers and performers; (3) Striving fer increased membership in
orser to reach more people with its program of musical advancement;

(4) Prcmoting student piano and voice contests; (5) Promoting
student affiliate program; and {6)

Promotin~

a spirit of enthusiasm

and cooperation among the private music teachers and the public
school and college music teachers.

In order to summarize the work of the Association during the
past decade, the major programs of the Association throughout these
years will be discussed.
Music Teachers National Association. The Asscciation became
aa affiliate member of the Music Teachers National

~sscciation

during

the convention of 1951• The advantages accruing from this affiliation
were presented to the A.s sociation as:
lo Each member will receive a magazine, lllMERICAN MUSIC TEACHER,
that keeps you abreast of musical thought and developments, and
which in itself is well worth the $2.00 a year your membership
costs you.
2. You will make possible the formation of a Divisional
association whereby a meeting of national scope can be attended
every other year without the necessity for traveling great
distances.
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3. You will be united with colleagues from other states in
the cause of higher standards in music teaching and self•
improvemento

4. Affiliation with other state Associations in one large
national group will give you a mouthpiece and a voice that can
speak with authority on legislation pertaining to music teaching
and in combating subversive influences in the music field.
(Witness Petrillo's advice to discontinue their children's music
lessons.)
The terms of the new provision for the affiliation of the
Association with the Music Teachers National Association were:
Any state music teacher's association may bec0.me affiliated
with the Music Teachers National Association bya
1. Submitting evidence that it adequately represents the
music teaching profession in the state making applicati0n;
2. Receiving the approval of the Executive Committee;

3. Guaranteeing that at least fifty percent of its total
active and associate members become active or associate members
in MTNA. during the sta.te •s first year of affiliation. In order
to retain its affiliation, a state must maintain this percentage
during subsequent years. In referring to its affiliation, a state
organization shauld use the phrase, "Affiliatien with the MTNA"•l3
The Association continued its affiliation with the Music
Teachers National Association with representatives of the Association
attending annually the national conventions of the Music Teachers
National Association.

In 1957 1 the student affiliate program of the

Music Teachers National Association was presented to the

~ssociation

for its consideration. Positive action was taken by the Association
concerning the establishment of a student affiliate program.
The MUsic Teachers National Association has provided the members
of the Association with opportunities to share musical thought with
oth~r

colleagues in the music profession and has provided a medium

13Memorandum "Affiliation of State Music Teacher's Associations
1
with MTNA." 1 (mimeographed) •
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thr~ugh

which the state music teacher's organizations may have a

unified voice of authCDrity concerning legislation pertaining to
music teachinc.
Student Contests

!2! Festivals.

The AssCDciation voted in 1950

that plans should be made to h0lCli festivals in piano1 voice 1 vielin1
CDrgan1 solo and small ensemble work. The plan for the administratiGn
of such festivals was that they should be held 0n even numbered years
in order not te conflict with the Federation of Music Club's festivals
held on oda numbered years. In order for a student to participate in
these festivals it was necessa.ry that he be a student of a

~mber

CDf

the Association and that he pay a small fee for entrance.
The festivals were helCli each year until

19551 when the festivals

were replaced by student contests. The president of the Association,

Mr. Kenneth R. Osborne of FaYetteville, stated in a memerandum to the
members of the Association, "A convention high point was the contest
for high sch0ol pianists and vocalists." There were four vocalists
and nine pianists who entered the

1955 student contests.

The Association continued to pr0mete the student centests until

1962 1 when the contests were changeCli to student festivals again1 and
the entrants were place<i CDn a performance basis rather than a cempetitive basis. Each entrant would receive a personal rating of his own
performance rather than compete for a prize.
Current

~ ~

Certification. For several years the Asso-

ciation had not practiced certification of its members.

However,

Cliuring the Executive Board meeting of 19611 there was some discussion
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concerning the need for a functional plan of certification. It
was generally felt by the members of the Executive Board that a
plan of certification was the only way the Association could raise
the standard of music teaching within its membershipo
Mrs. Walter

Giller~

following committee l
Mr.

~ndell

president of the
Dr. James

Association~

Luck~ Chairman.~

Therefore~

appointed the

Mro Kenneth

Osborne~

Watkins and Mrs. Ise Zachary. The function of this

committee was to evaluate the condition of the Association and
work out a feasible plan of certification. During the convention
business meeting in

Magnolia~

November 4, 1961, the current plan

of teacher certification was adopted.l4
The Association has sought, since the inception of this plan
Qf teacher certification, to secure the certification of every member
of the Association. As of December, 1963, twenty-five percent of the
Association's membership had

receive~

certification.

Constitution. Mr. Howard Groth, during his administration
as president of the Association in 196o, appointed the following
constitution committee: Miss Evelyn Bowden, Chairman, Mr. Carl
Forsberg, Mrs. Klein Hood and Mr. Howard Groth. The purpose of this
committee was to study the constitution of the Association and recommend
to the Association any needed changes.

The new constitution adopted

by the Association became the 1961 Revised Constitution of the Arkansas
14Arkansas Music Teacher, Edited by Mrs. Klein Hood, (quarterly
newsletter of the Association), Vol. II, No. 1, February, 1962. (entire
plan of certification included in Appendix D)o
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State Music Teacher's Association.l5
Performing

~

Committee. A significant action of the

Association under the presidency of Mrs. Walter Giller of ElDorado,
was the establishment of a Performing Arts Committee. The purpose
of such a committee was definea to include the promotion of reci•
procal music programs between private music teachers and pupils of
private music teachers within each district.

The committee was to

promote and encourage both performing and listening. Mr. Bill Trantham,
Arkadelphia, was named chairman of this committee.
Present Goals

!a! Activities.

In order to determine the

present goals and activities of the Association, the work of the
Association during 1963 will be discussed as a separate entityo
Dr. James Luck, Arkadelphia, assumed the responsibilities as president of the Association for 1963-1964. At the very outset of his
administration the following objectives were stated in hopes that
the Association would be able:
1. To stimulate a resurgence of interest on the part of each
member of ASMI'A te recruit members for our organization. I
sure it is not news to you to know that our current membership
is only a minute fraction of the total number of music te~chers
in the state. True, many of these teachers are not as competent
as we would like them to be; but there are a host of excellent
teachers that should be in our company giving of their wiele
experience and capabilities to the upgrading of music teaching
and performance in the state of Arkansas. Every member must
assume the responsibility ancl get out and "beat the bushes."

am-

2. To clarify the responsibility of persons holding official
positions in our organization. Too many times have I heard the
151961 Revised Constitution of Arkansas State Music Teacher's
Association recorded in Appendix c.
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remark "I would be happy to do something if I just knew what to
do l" I shall attempt to eradicate this durinc my tenure in office.

3. To establish a central meeting place for our annual conven•
tion. It is hoped that a plan will be realized to provide a place
for our meeting which will not necessitate undue traveling around
from one buildin~ to another which in the past has seriously
threatened the effectiveness of our convention program.

4.

To encourage more of our members to apply for certification
Believing that college music teachers are
without a doubt the most obvious beneficiaries of the excellent
teaching done by private teachers and that college music teachers,
by virtue of their esteemed position in the academic world 1 should
lead the way in eur certification program.
in our association.

5. To foster a better and more realistic relationship with the
State Department of Education. The stronger our association is 1
the better our chances will be some day to have a relationship
with the State Department of Education which will place a higher
premium upon the accomplishments of our association and subsequently
be recognized by the State Board of Education.l6
The Association, in 19631 concentrated its efforts in the
following areas:

(1)

the development of local organizations and

workshops within each district; (2)

the development of a program

of exchange concerts among students of teachers within the districts;
{3)

the promotion of student festivals to be held in each district;

(4) the development of a new plan of dividing the Association into
regions rather than districts; (5)

the promotion for the institution

of student chapters of the Arkansas State Music Teachers' Association
0n all college campuses in the state; and 1 (6)

the continued support

of the current plan of certification.
Each of these areas will be discussed more thor0ughly in order
to present accurately the present condition and goals of the Association.
16The Arkansas Music Teacher (quarterly newsletter of the
Association), (mimeographed), Vol. IV1 No. 11 Edited by Mr. William
Gant, December 15 1 1962.
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1963~

Local Organizations. During

a new emphasis was placed

on the development of local organizations within the five districts;
andJ the promotion of district workshops in various areas of music.
The district chairmen serving during 1963 weret Mrs. Conway Lane of
ParagouldJ Northeast District; Mrs. Co
District;

c.

McNeil of HopeJ Southwest

Mrs. A. A. Harris of MonticelloJ Southeast District; and

Mrs. Kenneth Ballenger of FayettevilleJ Northwest District.
Program !f Exchange Concerts.

The Association also promoted

a program of exchange concerts among students of teachers within the
various districts. This program has been administered by the Performing
Arts Committee.
Student Festivals.

S~udent

festivals were held in each

district and were directed by the chairman of the given districts
during 1963. The festivals were open to junior and senior high
school students of teacher-members of the

Associati~n.

Entrants

in the district festivals were no longer on a competitive basisJ

but were judged

accor~ing

to their performances. Each entrant

received a criticism sheet and a certificate of participation.
Mrs. Iela Johnson served as chairman of the 1963 festivals.
Division of Association
prior to

1963~

~

Regions.

The Association

had~

five districts which were headed by district chairmen.

During the convention of 1963J the district plan was revised and
changed from five districts to five regions.

These regions were

sub-divided into districts varying in number depending upon the
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size of the regions.l7
The philosophy of such a division in organization was stated
in the Arkansas Music Teachers' Quarterly Newsletter by Dro James Iuck1

president of the Association.

The statement read:

"•••I becoune convinced that one of the most imp(j)rtal'lt things
which contributes to a real successful 'live wire' program is the
organization and functioning of local associations. Several states
have as many as twenty or thirty local associatiens contributing
to the on-going of the affairs of the state association. It does
not take too much imagination for one to conclude that if more
people are involved in the activities of asscciational work on
a local level1 more people will be involved on the state level.
Here 1 then 1 I recommend that some action be taken at our board
meeting to instigate local associations for the new year.ttl8
The plan for the aforementioned·regions and districts was
propogated and, in 1963 1 received the approval of the Association.
Student Chapters

~

College Campuses. Mro Glenn Owens of

Texarkana was appointed by the president of the Association, Dr. James
Luck of Arkadelphia, to serve as chairman of a committee whose function
was to set in motion plans for the institution of Student Chapters of
the Association on all college campuses in the state. Mr. Owen procee~ed

to send a questionnaire to all colleges in the state to determine

if the colleges would be interested in such a program.

Whereas the

response to the questionnaire is by no means complete, nevertheless,
the reports of those colleges received, to the date of this writing1
have been most gratifying.
17A listing of regions and districts recorded in &ppendix Eo
18The Arkansas Music Teacher (quarterly newsletter of the
A.s s0ciation) 1 (mimeographed), Edited by Mr. William Gant 1 VcPlo IV,
No. 121 March 311 1963.
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~

which was

£f Certificatien.

ad~pted

The current plan of certification,l9

in 1961 and was modeled after the Nebraska Plan of

Certification, has received

p~rtial

support of the members of the

Association. The purpose of this plan of certification has been to
strengthen the Association thr0ugh higher standards of

pe~agogy

greater dignity within the teaching profession.

19current Plan of Certification recorded in Appendix

n.

and

CHAPTER III
THE CERTIFICATION AND ACCREDITATION PROGRAM
A most significant purpose in the organization of the Arkansas
State Music Teachers' Ass0ciation was the establishment of a stanclara
by which music teachers of Arkansas could be certified to teach music.
Licentiate Degree. When the Association had been in existence
only a few months, Mrs. Emile Trebing, president of the Association,
began an investigation of various plans of certification and accredi•
tation.

Frequent meetings of the twelve charter members of the

Association were hacl during 1915. At each of these meetings, President
Trebing discussed possible plans of standardization fer certification
and accreditation.
On April 26, 1916, at the first annual meeting of the Association,
President Trebing presented to the Association the certification and
accreditation plan of the "Association of Presidents and Past Presidents
of State and National Music Teachers' Associations." President Trebing
outlined the certification and accreditation plan to the Ass&ciation as
follows:
1. Adoption of the Licentiate Degree which required,
2. All candidates for certification and membership in the
Association must pass examinations in general knowleclge of music
which would include questions in history, theory, dictation, and
harmony.

3. Further, examinations would! be given for each field of
applied music to be taught by any given teacher.

4.

Students of teachers not being certified by the above
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program would not receive any credit for music study toward
graduation.20
The minutes frem this Associa.t ional meeting stated that after
much discussionJ the Association accepted this plan of certification
and accreditation and voted to conform its constitution to that of
the ••Association of Presidents and Past Presidents 0f State and
National Music Teachers' Associations."
President Trebing stated that because of the acceptance of
this plan of certification and accreclitationJ ttMany withdrew-did
net believe in a standard by examination;

they wanted only a social

erganizationJ etc; but throuchout that year this plan of your association was held up anti! strived for.u21

---------

Board ef Examiners. Mr. Liborious Semrn.an, Dean of Marquette
University and Conservatory of Music, Milwaukee, was invited to discuss
the plans of standardization further and to instruct the association as
to what should be done, now that the plan for the Licentiate Degree
had been adopted. At the second annual convention in 19171 Mr. Semman
instructed the Association that it was to elect an examining board.
Each member of the examining board would then take prescribed examinations from the "Association of Presidents and Past Presidents of
State and National Music Teachers' Associations." Having successfully
c0mpleteal these examinations for the Licentiate Degree, the examining
20Taken from the minutes of the First Annual C0nvention, 1916.
21Mrs. Emile Trebing, "The Arkansas State Music Teachers'
Association", (speech delivered to the "Ass<i>ciation of Presidents
and Past Presidents of State and National Music Teachers' Associations).
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board would then be qualified to give the teacher examinations
for the Licentiate Degree and membership in the Association.
Through the assistance of Mr. E. R. Lederman of Centralia,
Illinois, the following musicians of national reputation were secured
to examine the first Arkansas State Board of Examinerst
Mro Eo Ro Kroeger, St. Louis, History and Harmony

Mr. Allen Spencer, Chicago, Piano

Mr. William McPhail, Minneapolis, Violin

Mr. Arthur Manchester, Georgetown, Texas, Voice and Public
School Music
Mro Toscatta Go Cole, Chicago, Organ
The Arkansas State Board of Examiners of the Association was
examined by the aforementioned persons on June 18 1 1917. hiter
successful completion of these examinations, Arkansas was among the
first three states to have an official Board of Examfners for its
state music teachers' association.
The Association was now ready to function as the accrediting
agent for the music teachers of Arkansas.

In 1918 1 the State Board

of Education pledged to cooperate with the

As~ociation

and to assist

in securing the certification of all music teachers throughout the
state.2 2 The State Board of Education also accepted the proposed plan
of the Association whereby a high school student, who met the requirements of applied music study as outlined by the Association, would
receive one half unit of credit per year to be applied toward a
minimum of sixteen units of credit for graduation.

The Board of Examiners for the Association was elected during
22Fifth Annual Report of the Arkansas State Music Teachers'
Association (from the files of the president of the Association),
P• 4, 1922-1923.
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the convention of 1918.

The examiners were:

Piano
3 year - Miss Martha ClineJ Little Rock
2 year • Mr. L. H. Mitchell, Arkadelphia
1 year • Mr. J. J. KellerJ Little Rock

Vie lin

3 year • Mrs. Reah Jackson Iri0n 1 Dermott
2 year ~ Miss Genevieve FoderaJ Little Rock
1 year - Mrs. F. w. Harwood, Arkadelphia
Mr. David c. HansardJ Fayetteville
Voice
3 year - Mrs. Emile TrebingJ Little Rock
2 year - Miss Sara Cline J Little Rock
1 year -Mrs. Mary c. BatemanJ Fayetteville

Organ

3 year - Mr. Emile TrebingJ Little Rock
2 year • Mr. H. Do Tovey, Fayetteville
1 year - Mr. J. Jo KellerJ Little Rock
History

~

Harmony

3 year - Mrs. Eo c. Whitney J Little Rock
2 year • Mr. Emile TrebingJ Little Rock
1 year - Mr. F. w. Harwood, Arkadelphia
Public School Music

3 year - Mr. Fred G. Smith, Fort Smith
2 year - Mr. D. J. EvansJ Little Rock
1 year -Mrs. A. J. KinneyJ Green Forest
As has been previously stated, the function ef the Board. of
Examiners was to offer examinations in general knowledge of music
as to history 1 theory 1 dictation1 harmony and the applied music fields.
There were few records of the work of the Association available
from the year 1918 until 1931.

It was recorded, however, through

various letters of correspondence, that the Association continued its
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program of certifying music teachers of the state through examination.
Relative to certification and accreditation, the Association
took the following action during the convention of 1922t
1. That all music teachers holding a Licentiate Degree from
any other state whose State Music Teachers• Association is not
only affiliated with the National Board of Association of Presidents and Past Presidents of State and National Music Teachers•
Associations, but also requires its members to pass a State Boarcl
examination such as is demanded 0f our own Candidates " that these
teachers be recognized by this Association and received as
Accredited members without further examination under our own
State ·Boardo
2. That the Chairman of Piano, Violin, Voice, Organ and Public
School Music be required to send scope ef demonstration examination
to President for distribution among the various examiners, specifying scales, arpeggios, and composition to be read at sight.
(b) That all district examiners send the President or Chairman
report of this Demonstration examination.23
The above resolutions were adopted by the Association, but
nothing was recorded CQncerning the applicati0n and effect of the
resolutions.
A significant step was taken in support of the work of the
Association when the State Board of Education voted to issue State .
Licenses for the Association and place its seal on them.

This action

took place in June 1 19261 and made the Association a legal body.24
At this point, there was no further records of the work of the
Association until 1931.

The principal action in 1931 was that of

certifying and accrediting music teachers.
23Fifth Annual Report of the Arkansas State Music Teachers'
Association (fr0m the files of the president of the Associa.tion) 1
PP• 1-9 1 1922-1923.
24Ninth Annual Report and Synopsis of Eleventh Annual
Convention of the Arkansas State Music Teachers' Association (from
the files of the president of the Association), P• 41 1926.
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Credit

~

Applies Music.

There was a need for a system of

accrediting private music study of high school students.

In 19311

Mr. H. D. Tovey 1 president of the Association, in conjunction with
the State Board of Education, decided upon the following system of
accrediting private music study of high school students:
High School pupils may receive one high school credit
To receive this credit 1 the pupil must
take two lessons of not less than thirty minutes per week for
thirty-six weeks. He must 1 in addition, devote a minimum of
an hour a day to practice, and also study Harmony and History
of Music. This would allow the student to obtain four units
of credit which 1 upon graduation, would be the equivalent of
two university units of credit when presented for entrance.25
in music per yearo

This system of accrediting high school music study was adopted
by the State Board of Education and the Association and was placed in
the High School Manual of 1932 in order to clarify any misunderstamlings
amonc the superintendents of schools throughout the state.
Revision

~

Licentiate Degree. The requirements for the renewal

of the Licentiate Degree were revised in 1931. It was now required of
each teacher, who did not hold a degree in music 1 to acquire a minimum
of six credits of music study every two years in order to retain his
license.

Two of these six credits could be acquired by attendance at

three consecutive conventions of the Association.

Credits were to be

earned on this basis until the 120 credits for the Bachelor of Music
\.

degree had been obtained.
The music teacher who held the Bachelor of Music degree, and
who had five years teaching experience received from the Association
2

~o H. D. Tovey 1 "Report to All Superintendents ef the
State and to All Accredited Teachers", (mimeographed) 1 1931.
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a life certificate to teach music. The life certificate, however,
was rescinded by the State Board of Education in 1934.
Official Accrediting Agency. The State Board of Education
ana the Arkansas State Music Teachers' Association had been working
together for some time to secure the certification and accreditation
of all music teachers in Arkansas.

On May lB,

1934, the State Board

of Education took 0fficial action in establishing the Association as
the official accrediting agency for the music teachers of Arkansas.
A resolution was sent to the Association from Mr. Ed McCuiston,
Director of Teacher Training, and Commissioner ti. E. Phipps, which
read:
The Arkansas State Music Teachers Association shall act as
agents for the State Beard of Education in examining amd certifying all music teachers for the public schools of the state.
Each certificate must be signed by the Commissioner of Education
and registered with the Division of Certification and Teacher
Training of the State Department of Education before it is valid. 26
The Association had practiced the certification of private music
teachers, but this resolution made it possible for the Association to
certify and accredit pQblic school music teachers as well.
Mrs. Katherine Price Bailey, president of the Association, began
encouraging the superintendents of the schools of Arkansas to secure a
certified and accredited teacher of music for their schools, and to
acquire accreditation for the music courses already being taught in
their schools.
26Mr. Ed McCuiston, Director of Certification and Teacher
Training, State Department of Education, (letter from Mro McCuiston
to Mrs. Katherine Price Bailey, president of the Association), May 18,

1934.
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Letters of

corresp~ndence

from the superintendents of schools

throughout the state began to flood the office of the president of
the Association, Mrs. Katherine Price Bailey.

The superintendents

were seeking infor.mation concerning the accreditation of music courses
in the schools. This interest on the part of the school superintendents
was the needed impetus for the Association to approach the State Board
of Education in request for a plan of certification of public school
music teachers and music courses which were being taught in the schools.
The Arkansas Education Association was then given the responsibility of formulating recommendations regarding the certification of
public school music teachers.

The committee appointed by the Arkansas

Education Association to formulate these recommendations consisted of
Mrs. Mildred McNutt, Mrs. Mary Wylie and Mr.

c.

F. Allen, chairman.

Mrs. Katherine Price Bailey, president of the Association, and Dr. M. R.
Owen, Director of High Schools of the Arkansas Education Association,
were invited to meet in session with the committee.
The report of this committee was submitted to the State Board
of Education on December 13, 1934, and included the following proposals:
1. That the supervision of public school music both as to
certifying teachers and as to regulating credits for music in
the high schools, be centralized in the State Department of
Education.
2. That some provision be made for a system of permanent
recorcls of matters concerning the certification of teachers of
music be prepared and kept available for reference in the State
Department of Education (granting certificates, life certificates,
renewal of certificates, etc.).

3o That the State Department of Education determine qualifications and other requirements for certifying te~chers, and that
the department arrange with the university and colleges of the

state a curriculum that will provide the needs of teachers
desiring to be certified.

4. That the certification of teachers of public school
music be based on requirements similar to those required of
teachers of other subjects. This includes credits, initial
costs, renewal costs, life certificates, plan of renewal,
method of accepting credits, and methods of examinations.
5. That certification fees collected from the teachers of
public school music be credited to the same source as are fees
of other tea.chers •
6. That four grades of certificates be authorized and
indicated by the minimum requirements proposed in the accompanying
proposed curriculum. These minimum requirements concern teachers
of lowest grade certificates for grades one to eight, of teachers
devoting fifty per cent or more of their time to teaching of music
in grades one to eight, of teachers teaching not more than one
year of accredited high school music, and of teachers teaching
more than one year of accredited high school music.
7. That, if any board for administering matters pertaining to
the teaching of public school music be authorized, a majerity of
the membership of such board is to be composed of teachers and
administrators engaged in public school (or state supported) work. 27

In July, 1935, the Association voted to comply with these
recommendations and ceased the certification and accreditation of
public school music teachers which it had begun in May of 1934.
National A.s socia tiolll of Schools

~ ~·

The public school

music teachers of Arkansas were required, after July of 1935, to
register college credits and pay fees directly to the State Department
of Education. As the State Department of Education received college
credits from various music teachers throughout the state, a misunderstanding arose between the State Department of Education and the
Association concerning the accreditation of certain institutions from
27Proposal from Committee of Arkansas Education Association
to the State Board of Education, December 13, 193h.
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which the State Department of Education was receiving credits of
music teachers in the state. During the time in which the Association
was certifying and accrediting public school music teachers, the
Association had relied upon the National Association of Schools of
Music to determine the accreditation of institutions from which the
Association would accept member's credits for college work.
The State Department of Education did not, however, recognize
the National Association of Schools of Music as an accrediting agency
and therefore, was hesitant to accept credits from some of the institutions which the National Association of Schools of Music had accredited.
Nothing was done by the State Department of Education at this time
to alleviate the aforementioned problem, but within a year the problem
had been solvedo
On March

151 1935, the State Board of Education adopted an

additional resolution to be applied to the requirements governing the
training and certification of public school music teachers. 28 This
resolution was developed by the State Board of Education with full
co~peration

from the Association, the Public School Music Section of

the Arkansas Education Association, and all colleges in the state
interested in the public school music curriculum.

The resolution read

as followst
1. There is no change in the present requirements for a state
certificate to teach in the elementary schools.
2. In order to encourage public school music in the elementary
grades, a minimum requirement has been established for teachers
28Initial requirements governing certification of public school
music teachers are recorded in Chapter III, P• 401 of this study.
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who teach music fifty per cent or more of the time.

3. As the number of junior high schools have increased, a
special training program has been developed to meet the peculiar
needs of these gra~es. The minimum requirements for teachers who
teach only one year of high school music are designed to meet this
need.

4. Twenty semester hours in public school music have been
established as the minimum requirement f~r the teachers who teach
more than one year of high school music. 9
This resolution was supportive of the proposal of the State
Board of Education which was passed in 19341 but it did not eliminate
the problem which was again evident between the Association and the
State Department of Education concerning the acceptallce of credits
from schools which were accredited by the National Association of
Schools of Music but not the North Central Association.
In a letter ef February, 19361 Mrs. Katherine Price Bailey,
president of the Association, wrote to the State Board of Education
stating that even though the rules of accreditation of the National
Association of Schools of Music were different than those of the
North Central Association, they were very strict. Mrs. Bailey then
communicated with the State Departments of EducatiQn of Texas, Kansas,
Mississippi, Arizona, Louisiana, Tennessee, Illinois, Missouri and
Oklahoma. The contents of her communication consisted of the question,
"Does your State Department a>f Education accept credits from institutions,
colleges and universities, belonging only to the National Association 0f
Sch0ols 0f Music?"
l

Each state replied that its State Department of Education did

NemG~ri!ldum frcm Department of Education, Arkansas, ts all
school efficials 1 (mimeographed), 1935.
29
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accept credits from institutions accredited solely by the National
Association of Schools of Music. This inquiry resulted in the Arkansas
State Department

~f

Education accepting the credits of teachers who

had studiecl in the schools of higher education which were accredited
by the National Association of Schools of Music.
Revised

.!2:!.!2 .2f Certification.

The Association was still

accrediting private music teachers as of September, 1936. The
certificates of the teachers did 1 nevertheless, require the signature of the

Direct~r

of Certification of the State Department of

Education.

This procedure for certification was changed in December

ef 19361 when a revised plan of certification was adopted.

The points

ef significance in the revised plan of certification were:
1. Certification in music shall be based squarely upon
approved college work, as are ether high school teaching areas.
2. All teachers, now holding a valid certificate, except
life certific•.tes 1 issued by the Arkansas State Music Teachers
Association, must return these old certificates to the Division
of Teacher Training and Certification, State Department of
EducatiQn, and receive the new type of certificate, valid for
a period of six years.

3o Teachers helcling less than 120 semester hours ef approved
college work will be certified to teach in high schools where
a degree is not required.

4. Teachers holdin' certificates subject to additional
college credits will have their certificates re-issued on
presentation of additional college credits.
5. All certificates issued since September 11 19331 will
be exchanged without charge. Certificates issued prior to
September 11 1935 1 will pay the regular fee of $5.00 fer the
new certificates.
6. September 1 1 1931 1 is the deadline for making this
exchange of certificates. After this date, old type certificates
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will become null and void.3°
This plan of certification was amencled in 1938 in order to
provide an emergency teaching certificate for prospective teachers.
This certificate issued on a tentative basis was valid for a period
of one yearo
Stancilard Curiculum Requirements o For some time there had
been much concern among educators about the variations in degree
requirements of the colleges and universities. On January 211 19391
a meeting of all the heads of the music departments of teacher
education institutions was called by Mr. T. Mo StinRett, Director
of Teacher Education and Certification of the State Department of
Education. The purpose of this meeting was te discuss the certification of music teachers, and to propose a four year curriculum
for college students planning to enter the field as a music teacher.
From this meeting, the following outline of requirements for
the various teachin& certificates emerged:
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC Certificate-Voice or Instrumental
Four Year Certificate ••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 60 heurs
Education Courses••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9-15 hours
Music Courses•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••20 hours
Academic Courses••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••30 hours
Six Year Certificateo••••••••••••••••••••••••l20 h0urs
Education Courses•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 16-27 h0urs
3°The New Plan For Certification of all Music Teachers in
Arkansas, (mimeographeQ), issued from State Department of Education
to the Association, 1936.
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Music Courses • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·• .40 h0urs
Academic Caurses••••••••••••••••••·•••••••61 h0urs
OUTLINES OF COURSES FOR CERTIFICATION OF MUSIC TEACHERS
IN APPLIED MUSIC:

-

Piana Major
Piano (Private)•••••••••••••••••••••••••••l8
Harmony••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8
CQunterpointo••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4
Histery of Music•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4
Music Appreciation•••••••••••••••••••••••• 2
Piano Methods••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

38 hours

Voice {Private)•••••••o••••·••••••••••••••l8
Piano ••••••••.••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••• 10
Harmony. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • • • 8
Histery of Music•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4
Music Appreciation •••••••••••••••••.•••• ••• 2
Voice Methodso•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2
Ve>ice Ensemble ••••••••••••• , ••••••••••• •·• o 2

hours
hours
hours
h0urs
hours
hours
h0urs

46 h<Durs
Violin Major
Violin (Private) •• ••·•••••• •••• •••• •• ••• ••• 18
Harm<Dny •••••••••••••••••••••.• • ••••• •·• ..... • 8
Orchestrationo•••••••••••••••••••••••••••o 4
History 0f Music•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4
Violin Methods•••••••·•••••••••••••••••••• 2
Instrumental Ensemble ••••••••••••••••••••• 2
Music Appreciation••••••••••••••••••••••oo 2

hours
haurs
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

40 hours
Required Academic Hours with Applied Music
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English ••••••••••••••••••• •·• ................, 8 hours

6 hours
HistorY•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 hours
Psych0logy•••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 hours
Langua~e•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

21 hours
Electives to make up the 120 semester hours should contain
some education courses, both general professional and specific
professional with some practice teaching in major field. The
remaining electives may be either music or acadernic.31
There arose s0rne dissli.t isfaction concerning the aforementioned
outlines of stuay, and in elirly 1940, Mr. T. Mo Stinnett, Director of
Teacher Education and Certification, wrote to Miss Virgia Poynor,
president of the

Associ~.ticm,

stating:

11Af'ter

the adoption of the new regulations fer certification
of teachers of public school music and applied music last year,
some institutions felt that the requirements were too high.
Especially in view of the fact that in practically all institutions music is on the fee basis and the cost, therefore, to
meet the requirements would be relatively high.
Since limited time was available for a full consideration of
these particular requirements at that time it seemed only fair
to ask for a re-appraisal of the situation both by the music
group and the Advisory Ceuncil. The Advisory Council of
Fayetteville met last week with nine present representing six
institutions and agreed to a revision."
The following revisions were included with Mr. Stinnett's
letter:
1. It is proposec that the total hour requirement for
certification in public school music be reduced from thirty
semester hours to twenty-four semester hours. This reduction
would be effected by reducing the number of hours required in
applied music from twelve to nine and reducing the number of
hours in appreciation from six to three.
2.

It is proposed that the total hour requirement for

3lraken from the Minutes of 1939 (from the files of the
president of the Association).
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certification in applied music be reduced from thirty-nine to
not more than thirty hours. This reduction would be effected
by providing that an applicant who qualifies for certification
in public school music proposal given above (twenty-four semester
hours) may be certified in an applied fielcl by presenting a
total of twelve semester hours in that applied field. Presumably,
this would not involve more than six additional hours in applied
music (in addition to the nine required for public school music).32
A significamt step forward

~-s

made in May, 1940 1 when the

State Board of Education passed a resolution to require public school
music in every school in the state.
over a

periG~

of three

ye~rs.

This objective was to be realized

The State Board of Education also

recommended to the State Text Boak Commission that free music texts
be supplied to the schools having a qualified teacher of music.
recommendation was

approve~

This

by the State Text Book Commission, and it

appeared that the Association would realize one of its highest objectives. However, World War II prevented the realization of this goal
due, mainly, to the shortage of music teachers.
Accrediting Music

~

High Schools. There had been misunder-

standings between the State Department of Education, the superintendents
of schools, and the Association concerning the system of awarding high
school students credit for study with private music teachers.

Miss Mae

Whipple, president of the Association, wrote to Dr. Mo R. Owen 1 Director
of Division of Instruction of the State Department of Education, and
asked him to make a statement concerning this matter of credit for high
schoGl students.
11High

In order to clarify this problem, Dr. Owen replied 1

SchGGl pupils taking music with teachers certified by

3 2I.etter from Mr. T. M. Stinnett, Director of Teacher Education
and Certification, State Department of Education, to Miss Virgia Poynor,
president of the Association, 1940.
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the State Department, wh0 are not members of the high school
faculty, may be allowed local credit on music, provided such
credit is in addition to fifteen units of credit earned in
approved high school subjects offered as part of the high
school curriculum. Pupils who may decide to obtain college
entrance credit on music studies under private teachers may
do so by passing an exam in music in the college which they
seek to enter.
One half unit ef credit may be granted to high school
students on each year's work satisfactorily completed. To
receive this credit a pupil must take two lessons of not less
than thirty minutes a week for thirty six weeks or one lesson
of not less than forty-five minutes a -..reek for thirty-six
weeks. A pupil must, in addition, devote a minimum of an
hour a day to practice, and must stuay in ad~ition harmony
and history of music either in class or in private. On this
course pupils may receive one-half unit of credit a year.
According to this plan, it is possible for a pupil to earn
a maximum of two units of credits in music in the period
of four years and thus graduate from high school with seventeem units of credit, bearing in mind that the credit in
music must be in addition to the fifteen units of regular
institutional credit.n33
The aforementioned plan for high school credits in music
was satisfactory to the Association, but the Association was
concerned because the plan was not receiving practical application.
Therefore, at the annual board meeting of the Association in
September, 1943, Miss Mae Whipple appointed a committee to meet
with the State Department of Education officials to discuss this
problem.

The connnittee consisted of Mrs. Ben Lincoln, Mrs. Earl Tye,

Mrs. Addison Wall and Miss Mae Whipple •
This committee met with the officials of the State Department
of Education in January of 1944. At this meeting, President Whipple
pointed out that the State Board of Education had established a ruling
con~erning

the accreditation of music in the high schools as early as

33N'otice issuecl January 12, 1943, from Dr. M. R. Owen 0f the
State Department Gf Eclucation t0 the Association.
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1937; but, that this plan had not been put into practice.
As a result of this meeting, the Executive Committee of the
Association and the Division of Instruction of the State Department
of Education presented the following plan for high school music
credits:
When music is included in the high school curriculum it is
accreclited on the same basis as other high school subjects.
The teacher of music must be certified by the State Department
of Education and must be a member of the high school faculty,
and must work under the general supervision of the superintendent
of principal just as other members of the faculty.
So far as the accrediting of music is concerned, it makes no
difference whether the music teacher receives a salary paid from
school funds or from fees paid by the pupils.
High School pupils taking music with private teachers certified
by the State Department of Education, who are not members of the
high school faculty, may be allowed local credit in music, provided such credit is in addition to 15 units of credit earned in
approved high school courses offered as a part of the high school
curriculum.
Pupils who desire to obtain college entrance credit on music
studied under private teachers should consult the registrars of
the colleges which they desire to enter.
Amount of Credit
Music in the Curriculum: When
school curriculum and the teacher
previously explained, full credit
courses in music meeting daily in
outside preparation.

music is included in the high
is a member of the faculty, as
is allowed on established theory
a regular class period with

In applied courses in band, orchestra, and chorus, credit is
allowed on the basis of one-fourth unit for groups regularly
scheduled to meet two full periods a week for one school year.
Private Instruction: For. two individual lessons a week in
any branch of applied music, accompanied by the state approved
theory study, one half unit a year is allowed.
Fifteen of the sixteen units required as a minimum for
graduation from high school must be in subjects included in
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the currieulum.34
The above plQn became the official ruling concerning the
accreditation f music in the high schools. This represented
progress to the AssociationJ but the Association was not satisfiea with the relationship of music to other subjects in the high
school curriculum. As a result of this discontentJ the foll wing
report was sent te the State Department of Educationt
Report f Special Committee from Arkansas State Music
Teachers' Association which met in Little R ck1 January 20 1
1946.
We submit the following recommendations to the State Boar~
of Education and State Department of Education for their
consideration and careful study.
We request that such a directive plan by the State Board of
Eciucatic>n be made that music in the public schools of Arkansas
be given the same rating and emphasis as other subjects--that
isJ it be made a part of the regular curriculum reaching every
student.
We recommend a workshop this summer following the plan of
ether workshops during the emergency giving practical training
for inservice teachers.
Reasons for Proposal
1. A limited time for theory teaching in applied music courses.
2.

Present music program reaching too few pupils.

3 • Teacher training requirements inadequate by State Department
and higher institutions in their course of study.

4. State requirements ·. lax as to background in music by
certification.
5. Grammar school greatest need ancl answer to this problem
is music for all.
34ttAccrediting Music in the High Scho 1" 1 Memorandum to High
School Administrators from Division of Instruction of the State
Department of Education, 1944.
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6. Ur~ent need of spec:i.alizecl training by music specia.list
(a music supervi.sor).
Respectfully submitted:
Mrs. Ruth Klepper Settle, Supervisor of Music, Little Rock
Public Schools; State President fer National Music Educators
Conference.
Mr. B. A. Short, Superintendent of Schools, C nway

Mr. Glen Metcalf 1 Member of Music Faculty, Hendrix College,
Conway.
Mrs. Ch~rles J. Giroir, Music Teacher, Pine Bluff Schools,
Pine Bluffo
Mrs. Ben H. Lincelm, President of the Arkasas
Teachers' Association, Pocahontas.

St~.te

Music

There was no record as to what influence the previously
mentioned preposal had on the State Department Gf Education and
the status of music in the schools of Arkansas.
As of 19L.71 the issuance <Df teaching certificates was
completely cone by the State Department of Education.
action of the Association was that of

examinin~

The principal

those prospective

mebers who desired to teach music. These examinations were later
abandoned in 1948.
Syllabus. A Syllabus Committee was appointed at a called
Association board meeting in 1949. The committee consisted of
Mrs. Charles J. Giroir ef Pine Bluff1 Mr. Paul Shultz of Russellville, Mr. John Summers of Little Rock, and Mr. Kenneth Osborne of
Fayetteville. The purpose of the committee was to develop a course
of study for applied music teachers.

Upon completion of such a

course of stucly, the committee was to submit it to the State Board
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ef Education for its c0nsideratien.
The committee completed the Syllabus35 an~ submitte~ it to
the State Board of

Edueati~n

fer its aeoptiGn.

In 1950, the Syllabus

was adopted by the State Boar• of Eaucation aad became the official
guide fer use by private music teachers of piano, voice and violin.
The Syllabus contained

sug~ested

reference beoks fer different areas

of study, as well as steps for progressive studies in piano, voice
and

violim.
The examinations for certification had been abandoned in 1948,

but there was, in 1950, a need for examinations for the in-service
teacher who aid net hold a degree in music.

The State Board f

Education, in 1950, took action to include in its program of certification the certifying of all music teachers ancl aesignated the
Association as the 0fficial examining body.
Certification Centralized

~

State Department. The plan for

certification which was in practice in 1950 was:
Teachers without cellege degrees who had been accredited by
examination remained in good standing with the State Department
of Education i f they addea six hours of work every six years•
If nGt, their certificates were no longer valid an• further
accreditation must come on the basis of degrees since examinations
have been discontinued.
Teachers with degrees in music may apply te the State Department
of Education fer certification. They, too, must be kept alive by
ad~ing six hours ef work - either in resiaence er by ccrrespondence
every six years. A teacher with a degree may not give credit to
his students umless he has been certified by the State Department.36
35eyllabus recorded 1m complete form in Appendix A.
36tetter of Corresp0naence from Miss Eve~ Bewden, president
of the Association, to a member ef the Association, 1952.
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Examinations has been resumed fer a short time during 1950,
but after the adeption of the above plan of certification, all
examinations were eiscentinuee. The certification program for
music teachers was now centralized entirely in the State Department
ef Etiucationo
Concerning the placement of music in the schools of the state,
the Association had, as ef 1955, realizee the following objectives:
lo Almost every high echeel in the state suppcrtea a private
music teacher.
2. A band instructor was employed by many ef the scheels of
the state, and

3. A great number ef schools employed on its regular faculty
a public scheel music teacher.37
The realization of these objectives was a direct result of the
adequate certification program which had been develope«, and the
willingness of the State Board of EGucation and the Association to
work tegether in order to develop qualified teachers in the field of
music •
. Associate _!!! Active Membership

~

Associatieno In 1956, a

committee consisting of Mrs. Violet Giller of El Dorado, Mr. Glem
Metcalf of Little Reck, Mrs. Charles J. Giroir of Pine Bluff,
Mrs. H. E. Tye of Texarkana, Sister R sarita of Fort Smith and
Mrs. J. A. Jewers of Newport, was appointed to censicier the clarification of the membership in the Association.. The conunittee submitted
the

followin~

repertt

37Mro Co J. Giroir, Report on the work of the Association,
(mimeographed), 195lo
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The Arkansas State Music Teachers' Association will accredit
and recommend to the public by suitable certificate, those
teachers of voice, piano, organ, single instruments, or families
of instruments or in theory of music, who in the opinion of the
accreditation committee, qualify under one or mere ef the
followin~ groups;
· 1. These whe hold degrees or are graduates of music, with a
major in the specified branch of music, from standard recognized
colleges, schools or conservatories of music. (The stancard of
recognition required membership in the North Central Associaticm,
the National Association of Schools of Music, or recognition by
the State University).
2. Those with degrees in other subjects but with sufficient
training in the particular branch of music ana theory of music.
3. a. Those applicants (standards of competency to be
establisheG by the committee on accreditation) with college or
conservatory credits, not graduates.
be Those whose training has been with private teachers,
who can satisfy the Accreditation Committee as to their competency,
by credentials or by suitable examination.

4.

Those teachers of established reputation, who by virtue of
five or more years of successful teaching, can satisfy the
Accreditation Committee as to their competency by the results
of their teachingo Applicants for membership must be sponsored
by these active members.

5. Those teachers who hold a Life Certificate for the Arkansas
State Board of Education shall be automatically accredited by the
Association in the branch of music for which they are certified.
The comrnittee also recommends that: In-study and Training of
active members in the ASMTA shall be required on alternate years
following certification, whereby members must participate in some
form of study or professional activity, such as membership in
study groups for professional and cultural improvements, travel,
educational research, authorship, co-operating critic anQ demenstration teaching, occupational experience, leadership in extra school
activities, leadership in professi0nal associations and leadership
in appropriate community activities - (C0urses, studies ana activities
offered by teachers toward satisfaction of training requirement shall
be submitted to the certification committee for prior approval)o38
38Mr. Kenneth R. Osborne, "Arkansas State Music Teachers'
Association" 1 Merngrandum to members of the Association (mimeographed),

1957.
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The aforementioned proposal of the committee report en clarification and regulations ceverning the status of active membership
in the Association was adeptea by the Association in 1957.

The

report was sent to the State Board of Education for its approval
and received such.

This report then became the official revised

standard of certification fer private music teachers and status of
membership in the Association.
This standa.ra for certification and membership in the Association
was to be the only standard used until 1961. The president of the
Association, Mrs. Walter Giller, appointed a committee, in 1961, consisting of Dr. James luck, Chairman, Mr. Kenneth Osborne, Mr. Lyndell
Watkins and Mrs. Lee Zachary.

The function of this committee was to

work out a feasible plan of certification; on that would meet the
immediate and future needs of the Association.
Current
conducte~

~

of Certification. The committee on certification

an investigation to see if a plan was in existence which

would meet the needs of the Association. At the convention business
meeting of 1961, the committee presented its recommended plan of
certification. This new plan of certification provided for three
types of certificates: the Provisional Certificate, the Certificate
of Experience, and the Certificate of Professional Advancement.39
This plan of certification was adopted by the Board of the Association
and received the apprsval of the Association.
39complete certification plan recorded in Appendix D.
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Cenclusion.

The certification ancl accreditation actions of

the Association have been traced from 1915 to the present. During
the first three decades of the history of the Association, the primary
function was that of certifying and accrediting private music teachers.
This action became less important as music
centralized in the

St~te

te~cher

certification was

Department of Education. At the beginning of

1964, the Asseciati0n had in practice a new plan of certification in
hopes that "it may lift the standards of pedagogy; it will offer goals
to persons who wish to become active members and learn and grow within
the planned program; and to establish through certification requirements,
a dignity which will lend respect to the teaching profession.u40

4~s. Walter Giller, 11The Arkansas Music Teachertt (Quarterly
newsletter Qf the AssGciation), Edited by Mrs. Klein Hood, Volo II,
No. 1, P• 2, February 15, 1962o

CHAPTER IV
CONVENTIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION
The activities of the Arkansas State Music Teachers' Association
throughout the past years have included annual conventions.

It was

felt that a study of the convention programs in tenns of themes, personalities, musical performances and officers would be highly significant
with regard to the Association's history. Consequently, an investigation
was initiated which revealed that annual conventions were held with
the exceptions of the following

years~

1934, 1935, 1942 and 1943.

The annual conventions of the Association shall, hereafter, be
discussed in chronological sequence.

1915. The first meeting, of what was later to become the
Association, took place in October of 1915. Twelve music teachers
met in the Womans' Parlor of the Hotel Marion in Little Rock.

The

principal action of the Association was the election of the following
officers:
Mrs. Emile Trebing, President
Mrs. c. E. Whitney, Vice President
Mrs. Guy Mathis, Secretary
Miss Laura Longley, Treasurer
At this initial meeting, from which the Arkansas State Music
Teachers' Association was birthed, it was decided that the first annual
convention would be held in Little Rock in April of 1916.

1916 Convention. The Association convened on April 26 1 19161
with thirty music teachers present.

During the convention the Association
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voted to re-elect the original slate of officers with the exception
of Miss Laura Longley. Miss Longley had resigned and was replaced
by Miss Sallie Peay.
The motto, "Elevation, Not Elimination", was selected as the
primar,y objective of the Association and has continued to be the
motto until the present day.

The constitution of the Association,

as adopted during the 1916 convention, was conformed to the constitution of the "Association of Presidents and Past Presidents of State
and National Music Teachers' Associations."

Of great significance

during the convention was the adoption of the certification and
accreditation plan of the previously mentioned "Association of
Presidents and Past Presidents of State and National Music Teachers'
Associations."
1~17

Convention.

The second annual convention of the Association

met in Little Rock on April

25 and 26, 1917. The Association had voted

in 1916 to adopt the plan of certification and accreditation as outlined
by the "Association of Presidents and Past Presidents of State and
National Music Teachers' Associations", and the Association was to
fulfill all the requirements for such a plan during 1917.

In order to

practice the aforementioned plan of certification and accreditation, the
Association had to elect an examining board within its membership, which
would, in turn, be examined by selected musicians of national reputation.
Upon successful completion of such examinations, the Association's
examining board would examine all prospective members of the Association
and certify such by the issuance of the Licentiate Degree •
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The prospective examining board of the Association was to be
examined on June 18, 1917, by the following renowned teachers and
musicians:
Mr. E. R. Kroeger, St. Louis, History and Harmony

Mr. Allen Spencer, Chicago, Piano
Mr. William McPhail, Minneapolis, Violin
Mr. Arthur Manchester, Georgetown, Texas, Voice and Public
School Music
Mr. Roseatta G. Cole, Chicago, Organ
The examinations were

successful~

completed and the Association

was prepared to certify private music teachers of the state.
The officers elected to serve for the year, 1918, were:
Mrs. Emile Trebing, Little Rock, President
Mrs. c. E. Whitney, Little Rock, Vice President
Mrs. L. W. Harrell, Conway, Secretary
Miss Sallie Peay, Little Rock, Treasurer
1918 Convention.

On June 12 through

14,

1918 1 the Association

met in Little Rock for its third annual convention with Mrs. Emile
Trebing presiding.

Prospects for the Association were bright for it

had now established a standard for the qualifications of music teachers
in Arkansas and was well on its way to bringing the music profession
in the state to a dignified and respected recognition.
The program for the convention consisted of organ, violin and
piano concerts, as well as a lecture given by Mrs. A. L. Kinney of
Green Forest entitled "Music Credits in the Public Schools."

The

Association was now prepared to ask the State Board of Education to
grant credits to the pupils of those teachers certified by the
Association.

This was placed in the form of a recommendation and

was presented to the State Board of Education for its consideration.
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The 1918 convention of the Association elected the following
officers for the coming year:
Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey, Fayetteville, President
Mrs. A. L. Kinney, Green Forest, Vice President
Mr. o. C. Mitchell, Fayetteville, Secretary
Mr. Fred G. Smith, Fort Smith, Treasurer

The only record concerning the conventions of 1919 through
1924 consisted of a listing of the officers.41 They were as followsl
1919 Convention.

These officers were elected to serve for the

year 1920.
Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey, Fayetteville, President
Mrs. A. L. Kinney, Green Forest, Vice President
Mr. o. c. Mitchell, Fayetteville, Secretary
Mr. Fred G. Smith, Fort Smith, Treasurer
~

Convention.

Officers elected at the 1920 convention to

serve for the coming year were:
Mr. Fred G. Smith, Fort Smith, President

Mrs. Reah Jackson Irion, Dermott 1 Vice President

Mr. Clarence Burg, Fort Smith, Secretary

Mrs. Lewis Hutchins, Little Rock, Treasurer
1921 Convention.

The officers elected for 1922 were:

Mrs. Reah Jackson Irion, Dermott, President
Mr. Clarence Burg, Fort Smith, Vice President
Mrs. o. F. Riggs, Hot Springs, Secretary
Mrs. Lewis Hutchins, Little Rock, Treasurer
~

Convention.

During the 1922 convention the following

officers were elected to serve for 1923:
Mrs. Reah Jackson Irion, Dermott, President
41Taken from the records of the Association (filed in the office
of the president of the Association).
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Mr. Clarence Burg, Fort Smith, Vice President
Mrs. o. F. Riggs, Hot Springs, Secretary
Mr. Ben Brocchus, Treasurer
~Convention.

The officers

electe~

for 1924 were:

Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey, Fayetteville, President
Mrs. E. P. Coffey, Fort Smith, Vice President
Mrs. A. L. Kinney, Green Forest, Secretary
Mr. Ben Brecchus, Treasurer
1924 Convention.

The Association elected the following

officers to serve during 1925:
Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey, Fayetteville, President
Mr. F. w. Harwood, Arka~elphia, Vice President
Mrs. A.o I .• Kinney, Green Forest, Secretary
Mr. o. c. Mitchell, Fayetteville, Treasurer
1925 Convention. The tenth annual convention of the Association
was he!S in Hot Springs, November 12 through

14,

1925. The program of

the convention included the following lectures ana concertst

(1)

lect-

ure entitlec "Music of the Eigb.teenth Century or the Romantic Movement"
by Miss Kate Bassinger; (2)

11 The

Cont.ribution of the Troubaclours to

Modern Harmony" was a lecture given by Miss Hattie Mae Butterfield;
(3)

11Modern

Classic Music" was reported on by Mr. J. J. Keller of

Little Rock; (4)

Miss Evelyn Voyles of Little Reck presented a talk

on "The Negro in the W0rli of Music"; (5)

a concert of piano, violin

anci voice was presenteca by Mr. Harry Shultz of Fayetteville, Mr. Henry
Doughty Tovey of Fayetteville, Miss Katherine Lincoln and Miss Margaret
Magna of Little Rock.
The high point of the convention was a concert given by guest
artist, Mme. Orpha Holstman, soprano of Chicago.
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The afficers elected to serve for the coming year of 1926
were:

Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey, Fayetteville, President
Mr. F. W. Harwood, Arka~elphia, Vice President
Mrs. A. L. Kinney, Green Forest, Secretary
Mr. o. c. Mitchell, Fayetteville, Treasurer
Mrs. c. E. Whitney, Little Rock, Parlimnentarian
1926 Convention. The Association held its eleventh annual
convention in Little Rock, November 11 and 12, 1926. The program
of the convention included selected performances by members of the
Associaticm, and featured an address entitlec!l "Some Significant
Tendencies in Musical Education" by Miss Mary F. M. Webster of
Cincinnati, Ohio. The highlight af the convention was a concert
by Barre-Hill, renewned baritone.
The officers of the Association elected to serve for the
incumbent year were:

Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey, Fayetteville, President
Mr. F. w. Harwood, Arkadelphia., Vice President
Mrs. A. L. Kinney, Green Forest, Secretary
Mr. o. c. Mitchell, Fayetteville, Treasurer

1927 Convention-121Q Convention. There were no records in the
files of the Association concerning the annual conventions of 1927,
1928, 1929 and l930o Information

liaS

supportive, from later documents,

that annual conventions were held each of these years, and that
Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey of Fayetteville was elected life-time president of the Association at some period during these years. Mr. Tovey
served as life-time president until his c!leath in 1933.
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1931

C~nvention.

During the year, 1931, the Association held

its sixteenth annual c0nvention.. The enly rec0rd, in the files of the
Assaciation, of the convention cons:tsted of a listing of the officerso
They were:
Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey, Fayetteville, President
Miss Katherine Price Bailey, Fort Smith, Vice President
Mrs. A. L. Kinney, Harrison, Secretary
Mr. Russell A. Burnett, Fayetteville, Treasurer
~

ConventiGno The Associational records contained no

information concerning the seventeenth annual convention. However,
it was known, through later enumerations of annual conventions, that
the Association did hold its seventeenth convention during 1932. It
can, with certainty, als0 be stated that Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey was
president during the 1932 cenvention, for he was serving a life"time
electi0n to the presidency.
1933 Convention. The eighteenth annual c0nvention of the
Association met in 1933 with Miss Katherine Price Bailey as acting
president. Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey, who had been electeGl by the
Association as life-time president, was deceased, and the vice presiaent had succeGeG him.

The most significant action of the 1933

convention was the establishment of the Tovey Memorial Scholarship42
in memory of the late

Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey of F&yettevilleo

1934 Conventien-1935 Convention.

No annual conventions were

hela during 1934 and 1935 due to the effect of the depression upon

42Provisions

Chapter V of this

of the Tovey Memorial Scholarship discussed in

stu~yo
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the country.
1936 Convention.

In November of 1936, the Association was

able to resume its annual conventions, and the nineteemth convention
was held under the administration of its president, Miss Katherine
Price Bailey.

The Association elected the following officers to

serve for the years 1937-1938:
Miss Vir,ia Poynor, Clarksville, President
Mr. Frederick Harw0od, Arkadelphia, Vice President
Miss Blanche Kelley, Russellville, Corresponding Secretary
Mrs. Ruth Nininger, I!ttle Rock, Recording Secretary
Mr. Ad'ilison Wall, Fort Smith, Treasurer
Mrs. Emile Trebing, Parliamentarian
1937 Convention. The twentieth annual convention of the
Association was held in Little Rock, November 4 and

5,

1937, with

Miss Virgia Poynor, president of the Association, presi•ing. Special
features of the convention included guest artists, Miss Elaine DeSellem
of the American Conservatory of Music, Chicago, and Mr. John Glazier,
assistant professor of violin and theory at the University of Arkansas.
Miss DeSellem presented a vocal recital and clinic at the close of the
convention. Mr. Glazier, composer of works for piano, voice and violin,
presented selectiens for the violin.
The officers of the convention were:
Miss Virgia Poynor, Clarksville, President

Mr. Frederick Harwood, Arkadelphia, Vice President
Miss Blanche Kelley, Clarksville, Corresponding Secretary
Mrs. Ruth Nininger, Little Reck, Recording Secretary
Mr. Addison Wall, Fort Smith, Treasurer
Mrs. Emile Trebing, Little Rock, Parliamentarian
1938 Convention.

The conventien of 1938 represented the twenty-
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first annual ccnvention of the Association since its inception in 1915.
The conventien was held in

~he

Secena Baptist Church of Little Reck

with the theme, "Musical America." The theme of the c0nvention was
developed through the singing of songs of patriotism; through programs
featuring compositions of American cemposers; and, through the presentation of a program entitled, "Musical America 1 s Background." The
convention of 1938 was held
Irion of Dermott, who ham

1

In Memoriam' to the late Mrs. Reah Jackson

serve~

as president of the Association during

1922-1923. A program of compositions of Mrs. Irion was presented,
which incluQee vocal, violin, piano, operetta and musical reaaings
by members of the Association.
One of the highlights of the convention was the lecture of
Mr. RQYI!lonGl Burrows of Columbia University, New York, who spoke to

a joint session of the Association and the School Music Section of
the Arkansas Education Association.
The officers of the convention of 1938 were re-elected to
serve for the years, 1939-1940.

1939 Convention. The Albert Pike Hotel of Little Rock was the
meeting place

ot the twenty-second annual convention of the Association

on November 2 and 31 1939. A special program of the convention was
a Young Artist's Concert featuring pupils of teacher-members of the
Association.

The highlight of the convention was the lecture-demonstra-

tion on the "Technique and Materials for the Piano" by Miss N. Louise
Wright, Teacher-composer and
Missouri.

De~n

of Music, Central C01lege 1

F~ette,
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1940 Convention. The theme of the annual convention of the
Association held on November 7 and 8, 1940, was "American Music."
The convention was the twenty-third annual convention of the Association ana met in the Second Baptist Church of Little R0ck.

Of

special significance to the convention was the presence of Mr. Dean
E. Douglass, State Music Supervisor of Missouri. Mr. Douglass
presented a lecture on "Duties and Benefits of a State Music
Supervisor", and comiucted a vocal clinic dealing with "Elementary,
Junior and Senior High Schools." The 1940 annual convention was
dedicated 'In Memoriam' to the late Mr. Emile Trebing of Little Reck,
who had been a charter member of the Association.

1941 Convention. The annual convention of 1941 represented
the twenty-fourth annual conventien of the Association and was held
in the Second Baptist Church of Little Rock on November 6 and 7, 1941.
The officers officiating at the convention were:
Miss Mae Whipple, Arkadelphia, President

Mrs. Lois Wilson, Trumann, First Vice President
Mr. R. B. Watson, Pine Bluff, Second Vice President
Mrs. J. o. Plummer, Arkadelphia, Cerresponding Secretary
Miss Virginia Holtzen~orff, Little Rock, Recording Secretary
Mro Addison Wall, Fort Smith, Treasurer ·
Mrs. Emile Trebing, Little Rock, Parliamentarian
Mrs. Flaude Gammill, Little Rock, Historian
The theme of the convention was "Ensemble Music" and was
developed through a demonstration-concert by the Hendrix String
Quartet, a concert of ensemble singing by the Arkansas State College
A Cappella Choir, and lectures concerning 11Ensemble Music." Special
guest artists for the convention were Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Ringo of
Tulsa University, Tulsa, Oklahoma, who presented a recital of music
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for two pianos. Mr. Ringo also presentea a lecture to the Association
concerning "Neglected Phases of Pian0 Teaching•"

1942 Convention. At the annual boarcil meeting of the

Associa.ti~n

in 1942, it was voted unanimously that the 1942 annual convention would
not be helcl

~ue

to the war and the hardship of travel. Rather, it was

proposed that district conventions be helcl.
twelve district conventions held

1943 Convention. It was

~ ~
prcpose~

There were, therefore,

of the 1942 annual convention.
by the boarcl of the Association

in 1943 that it would be unwise to have the annual convention 0f 1943,
and that district conventions woulcl again be held in place of the convention.

The officers which had served during 1941 and 1942, remained

in 0ffice during 19h3 ancil 19h4.

1944 Convention. The Association was able to resume its annual
conventions in 1944 an€! the enthusiasm was high as the Association
enrolled 220 members at the twenty-fifth annual convention. The convention was held in the Woman's City Club of Little Reck on November

13 and 14. A musicale featurin g members of the association was presented
during the convention, as well lil.s a concert entitled "Vignettes of Modern
Pianism" by guest artist, Miss Cara Verscm of ChicagO>, Illincais.

Miss

Vers<:>n also presented a lecture and round table discussion on "Modern
Music for Pian0 Students.tt
The Association elected the following officers to serve for
the years 1945-1946:
Mrs. Ben Lincoln, Pocah0ntas 1 President
Mrs. Oscar Wilson, Trumann, First Vice President
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Miss
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss

Evelyn Bowden, Arkaclelphia, Second Vice President
Blanche Kelley, Mulberry, Recording Secretary
Charles Giroir, Pine Bluff, Treasurer
Emile Trebing, Little Rock, Parliamentarian
Jessie Mae Harley, Warren, Historian

194.5 Convention.

"Reconversion: Its Problems ancil Our

Respcmsibility" was the theme of the tlrenty-sixth annual convention
of the Association held in the RobinsG>n MemQrial Auditoriwn and the
Hotel Marion of Little RQck on November 8 and 9, 194.56

"Social

Security and the Private Teacher-Where Do We Stand?" and "Tl!!le Demand
During the Reconversion Period will Exceed the Supply-What De We Do
About It?" were problems of major importance discussefi during the
convention.
The special guest for the convention program was Miss Maria
Hussa, Viennese Soprano of Chicago, who presented a vocal concert.
In addition te the concert, Miss Hussa presentecil a voice clinic for
the convention. Another feature of the convention inclucilea a lecture
entitled "The Need for Public School Music in Every Scho0l in Arkansas"
given by Mr. Don Malin, Music Educator and Composer of Boston, Massachusetts.

1946 Convention. The keynote of the 1946 convention was:
"Emphasize the Need for Music in the P st-war World." This twentyseventh convention of the Association was held in the Robinson Memorial
Auditorium of Little Reck on November 7 and
The officers

1948, were:

electe~

B.

to serve for the coming years, 1947 and
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Mrs. Charles Giroir, Pine Bluff, President
Miss Evelyn B~~en, Arkadelphia, First Vice President
Miss Odessa Helt, Mt. I•a, Second Vice President
Miss Blanche Kelley, Mulberry, Recording Secretary
Mr. Noel Gibbs, Texarkana, Corresponding Secretary
Mr. Milton Trusler, Conway, Treasurer
Miss Mae Whipple, Arkadelphia, Parliamentarian
Miss Jessie Mae Harley, Warren, Historian

1947 Convention. The twenty-eighth annual convention of the
Association was held in the Robinson Memorial Auditorium f Little
Rock on November 6 and 7, 1947.
The highlights of the convention includea lectures by Mr. John
W. Schaum of Milwaukee and Mr. Archie N. Jones, Professor of Music,
University of Texas. The program included concerts by the Arkansas
State Symphony String Quartet and Mr. John Glenn Metcalf,

rcanist,

assisted by Miss Helen Moody Romine, soprano.

1948 Convention. The Association held its twenty-ninth annual
convention at the Woman's City Club, the Robinson Memerial Auditoriwn
anQ the Lafayette Hotel of Little Rock, on November 10 through 12,

1948.
The program of the convention included a concert from the
members of the Arkansas State Symphony and guest speaker, Mr. H. Grady
Harlan, Governor of the Southwest Region of National Association of
Teachers of Singing. The Association succeeded in bringing in for its
convention, Mr. Leo

P~dolsky,

Artist-Teacher, who presented a lecture

entitleti 11Modern Approach of the M0dern Student to the Modern Piano"
and a program of piano music featuring works by Chopin, Rarneau, Liszt,
and many others.
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1949 Cenvention. November 4 and 5, 1949, was the date of
the thirtieth

annu~l

convention of the

in the Lafayette Hotel of Little Rock.

Associati~n

which was held

The convention was opened

with a lecture entitle<i ''Breathing As a Source of Life and Expressicm"
by guest speaker, Mr. Ralph Ewing, Director of Church Music, Trinity
University, San Antonio, Texas.

Presented in a due-piano concert

were Mro ana Mrs. Bill Mealey of Tulsa, Oklahoma.

The highlight of

the convention was the closing concert which featured Mr. Gabriel
Fransee, baritone from Howard Payne College, Brownwood, Texas, ancl
Miss Evelyn Mitchell, pianist from St. Louis, Missouri. This concert
was dedicateQ to Mr. Sid MCMath and family, Governor of Arkansas.
The officers of the Association, which hau been elected to
serve during 1948 an• 1949, were re-elected to serve for the coming
years, 1950-1951, with the exception of Miss Blanche Kelley f
Mulberry who was replaced by Miss Florence Dean as recording secretary.

1950 Conventiono The theme of the thirty-first annual convention
was "Music in Arkansas Institutions ef Higher learning."
was held in the Lafayette Hotel of Little Rock on November

The conventien

14

and 15,

1950. The theme of the convention was carried out by a variety of
choirs, quartets, string ensembles and lectures featuring members of
the Association who were actively engaged in college teaching.

Other

participants on the program were guest artists Mr. Ha:n.s Muenzer,
violinist, and Miss Jean Harris, pianist, from the School of Music,
North Texas State College, Denton, Texas.

1951 Convention. The thirty-second annual convention of the
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Association was held in the Lafayette Hotel of Little Rock, November

16 and 17, 1951. The theme f the convention was "Stimulating Musical
Growth Through Piano Study", and it was developed through tae presentation of a piano concert by Miss Jean Holley, who presented a program
of Brahms, Schumann, Chopin, Debussy and Liszt. Mrs. Virginia Harlan
of San Antonio, Texas, was the guest speaker for the convention.
The Association elected the following officers to serve for

1952-1953:
Miss Evelyn Bawden, Arkadelphia, President
Mr. Kenneth Osborne, Fayetteville, First Vice President
Mrs. E. H. Houston, Benton, Second Vice President
Miss Florence Dean, Russellville, Secretary
Miss Helen ~on, Arkadelphia, Treasurer
Mrs. Charles Gireir, Pine Bluff, Parliamentarian
Miss Jessie Mae Harley, Warren, Historian

1952 Convention. The program of the entire

thirty-thir~

convention was planned as a tribute to the private music teacher.
The convention was held in the Arlington Hotel of Hot Springs, on
November 7 and 81 1952, with Miss Evelyn Bowden serving as president.
Developing the theme of the convention were lectures and workshops
presenting problems, interpretation and repertoire ef the voice and
piano pupil. The guest artist for the convention was Miss Elizabeth
Zug of Reading, Pennsylvania, who presented a piano recital.

1953 Convention. The 1953 convention was hela on November

6 and 7, at the Albert Pike Hotel in Little Rock, with Miss Evelyn
Bowden, president of the Associatien, presiding. No particular theme
for the convention was presented, but the program was consistent of
piano and vocal concerts as well as lectures on the "Present Day Trends
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in Piano Teaching" and "How to Prepare your Pupils far the Guild
.Auditions.n The convention was closed with a workshop in interpretation and repertoire for pianQ teachers a.nd students by Mr. Charles
Haubiel.
The Association, during the 1953 convention, elected the
following officers to serve during 1954-1955t

Mr. Kenneth Osborne, Fayetteville, President
Mrs. E. H. Houston, Benton, First Vice President
Mr. Ashley R. Coffman, Conway, Sec~na Vice President
Miss Florence Dean, Russellville, Treasurer
Miss Jessie Mae Harley, Warren, Hist0rian
Mr. Marx Pales, Fayetteville, Treasurer
Miss Evelyn Bowden, Arkadelphia, Parliamentarian
1954 Convention. The thirty-fifth annual conventi n of the
Ass~ciation

was held in the Arlington Hotel of Hot Springs on November

6 through the 8, 1954, with Mr. Kenneth

Osb~rne presi~ing.

The program

ef the convention featured concerts and lectures by various members of
the Association, but the Association was especially honored to have
participating on the program Miss Marjorie Lawrence, former Metropolitan
Opera soprano; Mr. Daniel Sternberg, Baylor University, Wac

1

Texas;

Mr. Rudolph Ganz, Chicago, Illinois; and Mr. Maxwell Eckstein, distin•
guished lecturer and artist from New York.

1955 Convention. The Hotel Pines of Pine Bluff was the seat of
the thirty-sixth annual convention which was held on November 3,

5, 1955.

4 and

The Association succeeded in bringing in several distinguished

guests for the 1955 convention. Among these guests were:

(1) Miss

Hazel Cobb of Dallas, Texas, whe presented a lecture-«emonstrat ion on
"Rhythm:

Its Importance and Application" 1 (2)

Mr. Hardin Van Deursen,
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president of the Missouri

St~te Te~chers'

Misseuri, who spoke on the subject,

Association,

"Chor~l

K~ns~s

Procedures",

City,

~nd (3)

Mr. Alfred Mirovitch of Yonkers, New York, who spoke on "The Technique
and Fine Art of the

Ped~l''

and performea "Pictures at an Exhibition"

by Mouss<»rgsky.
19.56 Cenvention. The •mnual convention of 19.56 was held in
the Arlington Hotel of Hot Springs, November 1, 2 and 3.

Officers

of the convention, which had been re-elected during the convention
of 19.5.5, weret
Mr. Kenneth Osborne, FQYetteville, President
Mrs. Eo H. Houston, Benton, First Vice President
Mr o Ashley Coffman, Conway, Second Vice Presicilent

Miss Florence De~n, Russellville, Secretary
Mr. Willb.m. Gant, F~yetteville, Treasurer
Miss Jessie M~e Harley, Warren, Historian
Miss Evelyn Bowden, Arkadelphia, P~rli~entarian
The program ef the 19.56 convention includea many aspects of
the music world

~s

the String Orchestra of

Ark~nsas

State

College presented a concert under the direction of Mr.
as the opera, "Sunday Excursion" by SundgaarEl
by the opera workshop of

Ark~nsas

~nd

ef music.

v~rious ph~ses

convention were Dr.

Cl~.rence

C~rl

Wilder,

Forsberg;

w~s

given

State Teachers C0llege under the

airection of Mr. Howard Groth; and, as workshops
presented on

Te~chers

Speci~l

~nd

guest

lectures were
~rtists

for the

Burg of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and

Mr. Robert Goldsand, renowned pianist. Dr. Burg presented a lecturedemonstration on

11 Te~ching

11 Demonstraticm Te~ching

of

Pi~m>

Technique and

Interpret~tion"

and

of Elementary, Intermediate and Advanced •"

The University of Arkansas-Fayetteville Symphony Orchestra, conducted

15
by Mr. Ml&.rx Pales, presented the "Symphony No. 7 in A Major, Opus 92"
by Beethoven and the "Piano Concerto No. 1 in B flat Minor, Opus 23"
by Tschaikewsky1 with Mr. Robert GGlGlsanQ as guest pia.nist.

1957 C<mvention. The Fine Arts Center of the Uni versHy of
Arkansas, Fayettevllle, was the home of the 1957 annual convention
on November 7, 8 and 9. A full program of voice, piano, organ,
strings

an~

lectures was given by members of the Association. The

highlight of the convention was the presentation ef Dr. Bruce Simonds
of Yale University, in a lecture-demonstration on 11The Clavierbuchlein
as a Departure for Bach's Style" and a concert of Bach, Schubert, Ravel
and Villa-L0bOSo
This was the last year of the presidency of Mr. Kenneth Osborne
of Fayetteville, as the following officers were elected for 1958-1959:
Mrs. H. E. Tye, Texarkana, President
Mr. Howard Groth, Conway, First Vice President
Mrs. J. Ao Jowers, Newport, Seconcl Vice President
Miss Florence Dean, Russellville, Secretary
Miss Jessie Mae Harley, Warren, Histarian
Mr. Kenneth Osborne, Fayetteville, Parliamenta.ri.n

1958 Convention. The thirty-ninth annual convention of the
Association was held in the Arkansas State Teachers College Student
Center of Conway on November 7 ancl 8, 1958.
convention were Mr. Burnet
Music, and Mr. John
C<Dnference.

c.

c.

Guest lecturers for the

Tuthill, Director, Memphis College of

Kendel, vice president of the American Music

"American Music Through the Eyes of an American C0mposer"

was the title of the lecture presented by Mr. Tuthill. Mr. Kendel
spoke on 11Present Day Trends in Music Education."

The high point of
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the convention

w~.s

the lecture-demGnstration ane'l concert given by

Mr. R0bert Pace of Columbia University.

1959 Convention. Mrs. Robbie Tye, president of the Association
cluring 1959, reported that the Association hel no annual convention
during 1959.

1960 Convention. The Hotel Pines of Pine Bluff housed the
convention of 1960, which was held on November 3,

4 ~nd 5.

The

officers were:
Mr. Howard Groth, Conway, President
Mrs. Walter Giller, El Derad<i>1 First Vice President
Mrs. A. A.. Harris, College Heights, Secon Vice President
Mr. Carl Forsberg, Conway, Treasurer
Miss Florence Dean, Russellville, Secretary
Miss Jessie Mae Harley, Warren, Historian
Mrs. H. Eo Tye, Texarkana, Parliamentarian
The program of the convention featured many members and performing groups of the Association such as the University of Arkansas
Trio, the Arkansas State Teachers College Choir, and an artist c0ncert
given by Mr. Kenneth R. Osborne, organist, from Fayetteville. A special
presentation of the convention was the guest pianist, Mr. Jerome Rappaport,
who presented a program of compositions by Scarlatti, Beethoven, Ravel and
Chopin.

1961 C0nvention. The convention of 1961 was at the Southern State
College of Magnolia on November 21 3 and

4.

The officers of the Associa-

tien were:
Mrs. Walter Giller, President, El DGrado
Dr. James T. Luck, Arkadelphia, First Vice President
Mrs. Klein Hood, Magnolia, Second Vice President
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Mr. Carl Forsberg, Conway, Treasurer
Miss Florence Dean, Russellville, Secretary
Miss Jessie Mae Harley, Warren, Historian
Mr. HowarG Groth, Conway, Parliamentarian
The program f r the convention of 1961 was varieG in its
approach as it featured a choral concert by the choir of

s~uthern

State Cvllege under the direction of Mr. Kermit Breen; a piano
recital by Mro Bill Trantham f Arkadelphia; an organ recital by

Mr. John Glenn Metcalf f Little Rock; a program by the All State
Strings; and, an opera w<i>rksh0p presentation by the Arkansa.s State
Teachers College, Mr. Hcwar• Groth, director. Special guests for
the convention were (1)

Mr. Dallas Draper of Louisiana State

University who presented a vocal

w~rkshop-demonstration,

(2)

The

Shreveport Players directed by Mr. Samuel Terranova who presented
a progr;m of chamber music, and (3)
Montan~on,

Head

guest speaker, Mr. Blaise

f the School of Music, Del Mar College of Corpus

Christi, Texoa.s, who spoke on "Prosperity, Moral Values, the Arts,
and Mrs. Tompkins."
1962 Convention.

The convention of the Associatien during

1962 was held at Hendrix C<i>llege, Conway, N<i>vember 1, 2 ancl 3. The
program of the convention featured the following:

(1)

The Arkansas

Stoa.te Teachers C<i>llege Choir and Orchestra in a choral and orchestral
concert under the direction of Mr. Carl Forsberg; (2)

Recital of

Chamber Music for Strings ana Piano presented by faculty members of
the University of Arkansas, Arkansas State Teachers College, Arkansas
Polytechnic College and Henderson State Teachers C0llege; (3)
of Chamber Music with Harpsichord with

perfo~ers

Recital

fr0m the aforementioned
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schools; (4)

an organ recital by Mrs. Elizabeth Farris; and (5)

a

piano recital by Mro George Mulacek. The special guest artist for
the conventi®n was Mr. Fernando Laires of the Oklahoma College for
Women, Chickasha, Oklahema.

Mro Laires presented a piano recital of

works of Luis de Freitas Branco, Prokofiev, Schumann and Liszt.
The convention elected the following officers for the years,

1963-1964:
Dr. James To Luck, Arkadelphia, President
Mrs. Klein Hood, Magnolia, First Vice President
Mr. William Gant 1 Fayetteville, Second Vice President
Mr. Charles Wesley, Arkadelphia, Treasurer
Mrs. Paul Gray, Batesville, Secretary
Mr. Kenneth Osborne, Fayetteville, Historian
Mrs. Walter Giller, El Dorado, Parliamentarian

1963 C0nvention. The convention of 1963 represented the
forty-thirc annual convention of the Association.

The program ef

the 1963 convention stated that 1963 was the forty-fourth annual
convention but this does not take note of the fact that no CG>nvention
was held during 1959.

TJae C(lmvention of 1963 was held at Ouachita

Baptist College of Arkadelphia on November 7, 8 and 9.
The theme for the convention was "Contemporary Music" and
was developecl by a Duo•Pian0 Recital by Mr. Bill Trantham ancl
Miss Virginia Queen of Arkadelphia; by a symposium with Mrs. Conway
Lane of Paragould, Miss Catherine McHugh of Fayetteville and Mr. Eugene
Kuyper of Arkadelphia, discussing the subject, ttTeaching C(!)ntemporary
Music in the Stuaio 1 SchoCi>l 1 and College";

anel by a program featuring

a contemporary composition by Mr. W. Francis McBeth of Arkadelphia.
Other features of the 1963 convention were the Woodwind Ensemble
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of Ouachita Baptist College; a Chamber Music Concert featuring

Mr. Loren Bartlett, Mr. Edward C0nnelly ancl Miss Joan Luce of the
Arkansas Polytechnic College, Mr. Roy Bennett of Henderson State
Teachers College, and Miss Jean Adams of Arkansas State Teachers
College; and guest lecturer, Mr. Robert Briggs, President, Southwest Region, Music Teachers Natienal Association, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Mr. Briggs spoke on the subject,

11

Music 1 An Essential in the Life

of Man." A special feature fer the conventi0n was the presentation
of a piano recital by Mr. Hubert Kaszynsky who rendered a program
of contemporary selectionso

CHAPI'ER V
C0!\1TRIBUTIONS OF THE ASSOCJATION

The Arkansas State Music Teachers' Asseciation, since its
organization in 1915, has been an organization with high ideals
relating te the cause of music.

The Association has continually

w0rked that music might attain the highest prestige within our
seciety, and that music might be offered to every child with the
best possible instruction.
Enumerated belew are the areas in which the .Associaticm has
endeavoured

t~

affect the status of music and the music profession in

Arkansas:
1. Est~a.blished standards ef musical efficiency within the
music profession and proiDGted these standards through certification an accreditation
2.

Continually supported the cause of music for every child

in every school in Arkansas

3. Instituted the Tovey Memorial Scholarship in memory of the
late Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey

4.
5.

Promotea a student affiliate membership program

Proposed establishment of Student Chapters of Arkansas
State Music Teachers' Association on the college campuses of the
state

6. Promoted student contests and festivals
7• Endeavoured continually to practice the motto of the
Association: "Elevation, Not Elimination."

In order to adequately present the areas

in which the Association

has concentrated its efforts, each of these aforementioned programs shall
be discussed briefly:
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Standards

~

Musical Efficiency Through Certification. The

purpose of the organization of the Associati0n was to raise the
standards of music teaching in Arkansas. When the original twelve
members of the Association met in Little Rock in 1915 1 they desired
to set a standard of certification which would govern the licensing
of music teachers in Arkansas.

The Asseciation voted to adopt the

plan of certification and accreditation of the "Association of
Presidents and

P~st

Presidents of State and National Music Teachers'

Associations" in 1916. This plan of certification and accreditation
proposed examinations by a qual i fied

examinin~

for every pers0n who desired to teach music.

board of the Association

Upon successful com-

pletion sf these examinations, a person was then certifies to teach
music in the state.

The accreditation program was significant in

that only these teachers certifiecl by the Association

coul~

grant

high school credit to their private music students.
The Association continued this program of certification and
accreditation until 1950 1 when all teacher certification was centralized
in the State Department of Education.

The program 0f certification by

the Association was begun again in 1961 1 when a revisea plan of certification was adopted.

The current plan of certification43 was one of

the most significant steps taken by the Association in latter years.
This plan of

certific~.tion

came as a result of an investigation of

feasible plans of certification by the committee on certification.
The committee consisted of Dr. James Luck, Chairman, Mr. Kenneth Osborne,
43complete current Plan of Certification recorded in Appendix Do
RILEY-HICKINGBOTHAM LIBRARY
OUACHITA BAPTIST UNIVERSITY
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Lyndell Watkins ana l1rs. Lee Zachary. After completing a thorough

examination, the committee aecided that the plan of certification for
the Asseciation shoula be modeled after the Nebraska Plan of Certificati0no
to the

The certification committee presented the plan of certification
Associati~n

anQ it received adoption in 196lo Since that time

approximately twenty-five per cent of the membership

~f

the Association

has become certified through the current program of certification.
The program of certification has been one of the most significant
and far reaching programs of the Association since its inception in 1915.
It has been the means whereby the quality sf music instruction throughout the state has been impreved 1 anQ the prestige of the music profession
has been heightened.
Music Fer Every Chil•.

In conjunction with the certification ancl

accreditation program, the Association has premoteQ the concept that
music shoula be for every chile in every school. From the very first
convention in 19161 the Association became a constant agitat r to the
State Department f Education concerning this need. Consequently, in
19401 the State

B~ard

of Education passed a res0lution to the effect

that music should be required in every school in the state by the year
1943;. this objective to be btained over the three year period.

This

three year program was hindered by WorlQ War II and was not fully
realize

1

but great

stri~es

were made toward having music available

for every child.
The majority of the schools throughout the state now provide
music training in vari0us areas; areas such as public school music 1
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junior and seni0r high choral programs, academic music stumy on the
junior

an~

senior high levels, instrumental programs, and 0therso

This advanced program of music teaching in the state has resulted
partially

fr~m

the efforts put forth by the Asseciatian.

Tovey Memorial Scholarshipo The Tovey Memorial Scholarship
was instituted by the Association in 1933, following the aeath of
Mr. Henry Doughty Tovey, life-time president of the Association.

The scholarship fund has been obtained by the collection of twentyfive cents annually from each member of the Associati@no When

$100.00 was received it was then presented to the senior piano
student from the University of Arkansas deemed most deserving by
the scholarship committee.
According to the records of the Association

an~

information

received through c rrespondence, the following persons have been
recipients of the Tovey Memorial Scholarship:
Miss Cecilia Frohlich, 1941
Miss Franci~ Bri~ance, 1943
Mr. Billy Paul Hays, 1949
Miss Carolyn Rhodes, 1953
Miss Francis MeGaris, 1954
Miss Carole Summers, 1956
Mr. Frank Lynn Payne, 1958 (co-winner)
Mr. James Spikes, 1958 (co-winner)
Mr. Benny Selman, 1960
Mr. Dale Millen, 1961
Miss Nancy Miller, 1962
The recipient, in order to receive the Tovey Memerial Scholarship,
appeared before the Ass0cia.t ion during the annual ccmventien where he was
presented the stipenao
Student Affiliate Program.

The student affiliate program of the
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Associatien has been promotec through the teacher-members of the
Association by enlistment ef their pupils. The program for the
student affiliate has provided each
and either the Keyboard Junior er

stu~ent

~

with a membership card

Youn& Keyboard magazineo

The student members alse have been permitted the opportunity to
perfarm in a special repertoire session of each annual convention.
This program has been pen te junior high, senior high, and ccllege
students.
The student affiliate pregram has been but another means of
expanding the work and influence of the Association in the promotion
of better music and music teaching throughout Arkansas.
In December of 1963, Mr. Glenn Owens of

College Chapters.

Texarkana College was appointed by the president of the Association,
Dr. James luck, to serve as chairman C!>f a connnittee whose function

it was to

0r~anize

student chapters of the Arkansas State Music

Teachers' Association on the college campuses of the state.

Mr. Owen has received encouraging reports frem seme ef the
colleges throughcut the state concerning the establishment ef such
chapters. While this program has yet to develop inte something of
great magnitude, it has represented a step forwarQ for the expansion
of the work of the Association into new areas of enceaveur.
Stu~ent

Festivals.

The Association had for some years sponsored

student contests and awarQed prizes te those judged as winners.
the years, however, the

pro~am

Through

ef student contests has been adapted to

meet the particular needs ef the program. As of 1964, the Association
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was helding annual
participate.
stu~ents

with a

stu~ent

festivals encouraging all stuaents to

The pre-requisites for

participati~n

be of junior r senior high level

teacher~ember

and

were that the

be actively studying

of the Association. Entrants in the festivals,

which were hela en the district level, were not on a competitive basis,
but were judgei according to individual performance. Each entrant
received a criticism sheet and a certificate of participation for
his performance.
Elevation,

!!i Elimination.

The motte ef the Association has,

through the years, expressed the purpose for its existence; that pur•
p~se

being to elevate the status of music and the music profession to

the highest level possible. By striving fer such an objective, the
Association couli be assurea that music would gain its rightful place
in

~ur

society.
All of the efforts of the Association have, either directly or

imiirectly, been centere!l in this motto, rtElevation, Not Elimination."
Music anQ the music profession has f und its place in our society and
has been elevatei to a place of high prestige throughout the past
forty-seven years of the existence of the Association.

This advancement

in the status of music has been due partially to the work of the
Associa~.ticm.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
The Arkansas Sta.te Music Teachers' Association
in 1915 fer the
in Arkansas.

purp~se

WiS

org<mized

f elevating the status ef the music professi n

Several music teachers met in Little Reck in October f

1915 ana fermei what was later to be the Association. The first objective ef the Asseciatien was te establish a certification pregram for
the music teachers ef Ark;msas.

During the ccmvention of 1916, the

certification plan f the "Associati n of Presilients ani Past Presicients
of State ani Nati<mal Music Teachers' Associations" was aioptei.

This

plan of certification prepesec examinations by a qualifiee examining
boarc to be given te prespective music teachers ef the state. After
successful completien ef these exams the teachers wouli receive the
Licentiate Degree which autherized them to teach music in the state.
By the enc of 1916, the Examining Boarc ef the Association was examining
anm

licensin~

Associati~m

music teachers threugh0ut the state.

The work ef the

progressed in this area throughout the ensuing years as it

continued te strive te raise the standards of music teaching through
certification.
The progress of the Association was to be haltec as the depression
years made their impressien upen the

country~

There was little money to

finance the work ef the Association an•, therefere, the annual conventions
of 1934 an• 1935 were cancelei.

Following the cepression years, the

Association began immeciately te reconstruct the orcanization of the
Associationo In 1934, the State Beare of Education te k action
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establishing the

Asseci~tion

all music teachers

f

as the official accrediting agent for

the state.

This seemed to be the needed stimulus

te aid in the rebuilding of the Association.
During 1936, a new plan of certification replacea the practice
of 'eertificatiGn by examination•.

This new plan of certification

established C$llege training as the basis for certification. Later,
in

1940, the State B

ar~

ef Education passec a resolution requiring

public school music to be offered in every scheol in the state by the
year 1943. This was the realization of one of the Asseciation 1 s
highest goals.

The pr gram was somewhat hindered by World War II but

strides were made in the directi0n f the fulfillment of this goal.
During Worli War II the Association was affected greatest in
the area of membership.

It was virtually impossible to hola annual

conventions during 1942 anc 1943
In 1944, the

Associ~ti on

anc,

theref re, they were canceled.

began a period ef reconstruction and, as a

result of this renewea effert, enrellea 220 members at the convention
of 1944. The Association was

prep~rea

to concentrate its efforts in

the direction of a post-war reconversion program and dia such.
A significant step was taken by the Association when, in 1950,
the Association prepared a Syllabus to serve as a gui e in the area ef
musico

This Syllabus was submitted to the State Department of Education

for its adoption and receivea such. The State Department of Education
adopted the Syllabus and it became the official guide in the area of
music fer the private music teachers of the state and established a
standard which cauld be usee by the State Department ef Educati0n.
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Since 19501 the action of the Association has change• consiQerably.

The Association had, previously, functioned

accrecliting a gent for the music teachers

~f

prim~rily

the state.

as an

However, the

certificatic:m of all music teachers was now centralized in the State
Department of Education.
to be channele

Therefore, the work of the Association was

into areas such as elevation of te•.ching standards in

the state, presentation of quality programs during annual conventions,
promotien

f~r

increased membership in order te try to reach m0re

teachers with a pr0gram ef musical advancement, administration Gf
stuQent piano and voice contests and student affiliate programs and
promotion of a general spirit ef enthusiasm and cooperation among the
music teachers of the state.
More recently, the Association has c0ncentratea its efforts in
areas such as:

(1)

division of the Association into local organizations

in order to enlist more teachers in a useful program; (2)

promotion of

a program of exchange concerts among students of teachers within the
various districts of the Association; (3)

centinued administration of

student festivals on the district level encouraging all junior and
senior high school stugents of teacher-members to participate; and (4)
establishment of a committee whose function has been to set in motion
pl:ms for the institution of Student Chapters of the Ass®ci.i l.tion on
all the college campuses thrtmghout the stateo Each of these areas
has served as a means of

expan~ing

the program of the Asseciation

.i nto new areas of endeavour.
The most recent program of the Association has inclu•ed the
administration of a new plan of certificatien which was modeled after
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the Nebraska Plan of Certification.

The purpose Gf this current

plan of certification has been tG strengthen the Association through
higher stan«ards of music instruction.
has provided three types 0f
are:

(1)

certific~ tes

This plan of certification
to the music teacher.

the Provisional Certificate, (2)

Experience, and (3)

They

the Certificate ef

the Certificate of Professional Advancement.

When the scope of music instruction of today is compared with
that of 1915, it can reaaily be seen that there has been advancement
in many areas.

The

situati~n

existent in the area of music instruction

during 1915 provided music to the very fe1-r students.

However, at pre-

sent, music teaching, in vari0us media, is offered to a majority of
stueents throughout the state.

The attainment of this gcal has been

due, in some measure, te the consistent effort and promotion on the
part of the Association. The
endeavoure ~

A.sscci~tion

has, through the years,

to elevate the status of music in Arkansas and has sought

to reach the 0bjective as stated in its motto, "Elevation, Not Eliminatien. 11
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APPENDIX A

ARKANSAS STATE MUSIC TEACHERS t ·ASSOOIATION
INCORPORATED
MOTTO:

Elevatien, Not Elimination

SYWBUS

1950

Aaoptei by State Department of
EducatiQn for use by private music
teachers of Piano, Voice, Violin
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The Cemmittee suggests as reference fQr material outline•,
a few ef the many fine b oks which have been compilea for your use
in follewin~ the curriculum.
The Story f Music-Barbour an• Freemanoo••••••••••••••C• c. Birchard Ceo
Outlines ef Music History-clarence G. Hamiltono•••••••••••••••••Schirmer
?regressive Series Piano Lessons CorrelateQ Theory TextFundamentals-Harmony-Form-History ••••••••••••Art Publication Society
A History ef Music-Thee M. Finney•••••••••••••••••••••••••Harceurt Brace
A History of Music-6tanfera and Fersyth••••••••••••••••••••••••Macmillan
Further suggeste• reference books for A. S. M. T.
Library to select from.

a.

Teachers'

FUNDAMENTAlS (Some Harmony Inclu•ea)

An Outline ef Musical Knowle•ge-Harry Krimke••••••••••••••••••••Schirmer
Elementary Music Theory-Ralph Fisher Smith••••••••••••••••••••••••Ditsen
Music te the Listeninc Ear~ill Earharto•••••••••••••••••••••••••Witmark
The Structure of Music-Percy Geetschius••••••••••••••••••••••••••Presser
What to Listen fer in Music~aren Coplane ••••••••••••••••••••McGraw Hill
Ear-training ana Sight-singing-Ge0rge A.. Weage ••• •• ...... ••. •·••uSchirmer
Evolution of the Art ef Music-Parry ••••••• ~ppleton & Co., N. Yo (1924)
The Anatomy ef Music-Parkhurst••••••••••••••••••~1fre& A. Knopf (1930)
A List ef Beeks About Music-Percy Scholes
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Oxforcl University Press (1940)
Progressive Series Piano Lessons-CorrelateQ Theory Text,
Fundamentals-Harmony-Form-History ••••••••••• Art Publication Society
HARMONY

Harmony Book for Beginners-Presten Ware Orem•• •• •• ••·• o •• ••••• •• •• Presser
lessons in Harmony-Heacex an• lehmano•••••••ooo• • ••••·•••••••••••oCCDmings
Harmony for Ear, Eye, and Keyboar~-Arthur E. Heacex ••••••••••••• ~.Ditsen
Principles of Harmonic Analysis-walter Piston•••• •. •••. ••• •• •••• Schirmer
Harmony..Walter Piston ••••• o ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••. • ·• • o .Norten
Harmonic Material and Its Uses-Admlf Weieig••••••••••••••••••••••••SummY
New Harm~<mic Devices-Horace Ale.en Miller ••••• o •••••••••••••••••••• Ditsen
Challenge to Musical Traditien-Aeele T. Katz••••••••••o••••••••••••Kne:pf
Harm~nic Forms-Bullis •• •• .... ooCliften Press, 2633 Lakewcod Sta. (1933)
Evolution 0f Harmony-KitsGno•••••••••••••••••••••Oxfera University Press
Elementary Harmcmy-Tapper (Books 1 & 2)
FORM

Theery an• CGmp sitiGn ef Music-Preston Ware Orem••••••••••••••••Presser
Lessens in Music Form-Percy Geetschius••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Dits~n
Homophenic Ferms-Percy Goetschius•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Schirmer
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Larger Forms-Percy G etschius•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Schirmer
The Shaping Forces in Muiic-Ernst Toch••••••••••·••••••••••••••Criterion
Changing Forms in Mo•ern Mu&ic-Karl Eschmano••••••••••••••••••••Schirmer
HISTORY
Outlines of Music Hist ry•Clarence G. Hamiltono•••••••••••••••••Schirmer
A History of Music-Thee reM. Finney•••••••••••••••••••••Harcourt Brace
A History f Muiical Th0ught•Donal« N. Fergusono••••••••••••••••••Crefts
Grove~• Dictionary-Comp~site.•••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••MacMillan

An Outline History of Music•Miller ••••••••••••••••College Outline Series
A. History

f Music-6tufora :md Forsyth.... • ••••••• •·• ••••• o oo ooMacMil4n
APPLIED MUSIC
PianG-lst Year

Upon completion f first year's
student shoule

h~ve

stu~y

f

piano~

the high school

completed material comparable to

Sonatina in C-Clementi
First Lessons in Bach-Volume I
Wagness Adult Be k-N o I
Burgmueller Op. 100
Studies f Streabb g
All Maj r scales-2 octaves-both hands
Soli Ch0res
These requirements are in consideration of a student beginning
study in High Scho lo

If able to d m re~ s

much the better in

applied music. (Ab ve)
The theery ana history

woul~

be applicable to stuaents ever a

longer peri d of time as well as a shorter

period~

as this review is

constantly necessary.
Theory courses f r

4 year

high school students should be

approached an sensed by the student fr0m the
board~

ear~

the

and written example.
The minimum requirements are set -forth below.

eye~

the key-
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It is recommeneed that the student be able tc recognize by ear
the major and miner scale ferms.
Be able to sing, write an« play all major anti minor scales and
their

t~nic

chercl figures.
History

General

knowle~ge

~

!!!£.

of the composers whose compositiens are

being played in their appliea music.

APPLIED MUSIC

Piano-£B!

~

Bach-carroll, Beek II.
Beak of Sonatinas-Glementi, Kuhlau, or easy Beethoven.
Hanon, Book I.
Mozart, German Dances.
Schumann, Album fer the Yeung, Scenes from Chilaheed.
Chopin, Easier Preludes.
Scales-Major-Miner-Quarter notes anG 8th notes-4 ectaves.
Breken chord thr0ugh all positions.
~~Theory

Thor0uth

pr~ctice

in playing and recognizing by ear an• by eye all

normal intervals anti I-IV·V-I chores j_n all

pG~sitiens.

Be able te

write these chords in all keys.
~~History

Kn0Wledge of the tiifferent schools cf compositi&nt

Classic, Romantic,

Motiern.
Listen te geeti recercs by composers of these perietis.
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When y u attenc c0ncerts 1 make n0tes of

w~t

you hear.

Keep

a scrap book f music hearc.

APPLIED MUSIC
Pianc-3rd

~

Bach-Little Preluces an• Fugues
Early Sonatas 0f Beeth~ven
Czerny Stueies 299, Volumes II-III
Octave Studies-Kullak, Vegt.
Pieces frcm which cheices can be made:
Mozart-D Minor Fantasie
Grieg-Lyric Pieces
Schubert-Moments Musicales
Chopin-Preludes an• Waltzes
Bartok-Mikrokosmos
Tcherepnin-Bagatelles
Include

~rican

c mposers in y&ur reperteire.

Scales-Review quarter notes and eighth notes.
If technic permits, play scales in triplets-3 ectaves,
n<Dtes-L. octaves.
3rc

an• sixteenth

~

KnQwletige ef secam•ary triads, altered intervals, cadences and
dominant seventh cheras.
Histcry 3rd

~

Further stuay of composers-classic-romantic anc modern.
Devel~pment

ef notati0n.

Be able to recognize the sound name and position 0f all
instruments in sympheny orchestra.
Listen t

good symphonic works on

ra~io

programs an• use
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geed recortis o

APPLIED MUSIC

4th Year Piano
Bach-2 part inventiens-Buseni Etiition.
Beeth•ven, Haytin, anti Mezart S3natas.
Chopin-N0cturne, Waltz, Mazurka, Pelanaise.
Dominant seventh arpeggies.
Diminishe• seventh arpeggieso
Scales-3rc-6th-10th.
Feurth Year: Fer moaern werks add the fellowing:
Palmgren-May Night.
Ibert-The White Denkey.
Pinte-scenes frem Chiltih••••
Turi.Ra-Miniatures, Circus Suite.
Milhaua-Householti Muse (3 vols.).
Fer American works see Carl Fisher's lists.
4th~

Theory

Har.monizatien of simple meloaies at keybearti through the use
ef I-IV-V and dominant seventh
Simple meledic

anti

chor~s.

harmonic dictation.
Histe~ry

Develepment ef opera,
the student atten«
ccmcerts. If

nt~t

o~eras,

orat~rio

ana orchestra.

It is suggested

where possible, also eraterios ana orchestra

possible, play recerds in your music class er music

club programso

VIOLIN-4 YEARS-HIGH SCHOOL
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1!! ~

(Pr:l.mary)

Study ef names ef notes and ncte values.
Particular stress on position, especially right hand.
Use ef follewin, books (separately or tegether)t
Tune A Day, Boeks 1 and 2, Herfurth
Maia Bang Violin Course, Book 1
Junior Violin Methods, Part 1, Ierman-Melineaus
Van Hoesen Violin Method, Parts 1 and 2
Russell Webber, Melotiic Founi.ation Exercises
Rob Roy Perry's Very First Vielin Bock
Nich0las Laoureux, A Practical Method, B~ k 1
Hrimaly Scales, ODe Octave Scales in all Keys
Fer Apt

Stu~ents-

Wohlfort, Bo k 1, Opus
100 Violin StuGies

44,

er Opus

74,

Book 1, er Herman, Opus 20,

· Easy pieces with pianoViCPlin Music the Whele Worlti Loves
Mittels Popular Graaea Course, BoGk 1

Particular stress on intonation and position. Start tieveloping vibrate.
Tune a Day, Vel. 3
Maia Bang Course, Vel. 2-3
Van Heesen, Part 3
Nicholas Laoureux, Beok 2-3
Hrimaly Sc~les, continu~ m positicms anal also use shifting stualies
in same
Rob Roy Perry, 3rti pesitien
Whistler, Introaucing P0sitions 1 Vol. 1
Wohlfort, Opus 45 er 74, Beok 2
Kayser, Opus 20, Book 1-2
Sitt, Opus 32, Etuties, Book 1-2-3
Special StudiesSevcik, Bcek 1, Bowing Studies
Sevcik, Opus 1, Scheel f Technic, Boek 1
Dancla, Scheel of Mechanism
Alar«, Opus 10, Meleeious Stutiies
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Pieces such as:

In the says of Cerelli an• Bach
Mittels Popular Gra•e• Ceurse 1 Vol. 2
Seitz Concertos, 1-2-3•5
P0rtneff 1 Cencertino&

Hrimaly Scales, continue in all positions with bowings•fluency
speec.

ana

Kayser, Opus 201 Book 2-3
Mazas, Opus 36 1 Book 1
Continue Sevcik Bewing

an• Technic Stuaies

Dont 1 Opus 38 1 30 Etuae~
Whistler, Intr••ucing Positions, V8l 2
Hofmann, D~uble Stop Stuaies
Concertos, such as:
Ro•e, Ne. 4-6-7-8
Seitz, No. 3
Viotti 1 No. 22-23
Accolay 1 Concerto
Kreisler Arran,ements
Pieces for «eveloping tene 1 such as1 Bach, Air en G. String.
Particular attention to tGne quality and memorizing. Some ensemble
playing.

Opus 36, Bpok 2
Kreutzer, 42 Etu•es
Hrimaly Scales (memorize)
De>nt, Opus 37a
Tartini Art of B Win(
Maz~s,

Concertos, such as:
Mendelssohn
Bruch, No. 1
Kreutzer, 13-14-18-19
Sophr 1 No. 2-8-9
Gotiara, Opus 35
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Arrangement

~f

Pieces by Heifetz, Kreisler, etc.

Hejre, Kati, Hub~
Zigaenerweisen, Sarasate, etc.
Particular stress on musicianship and pr$jection i«eas.

VOICE
The members of the Voice Boar« of the Arkansas State Music
Teachers' Association •• net a«vecate this course for the stucent
un«er fifteen or sixteen years of age,
careful restricti0ns.

an«

then enly with mest

They feel that much injury is a0ne the threat

and voice ef the chili by

evertaxin~

at this time,

an~

that their

eaucati0n should follew the line of instrumental ana theeretioal
work.
Fer the more mature boy or girl however (fer there are cases
when the pupil may safely stucy singing) we submit the following
course, embracing work fer two years in High Scheel.
fu~~

1. Instruction in the taking of an easy full breath, placing
no strain on beiy or threat.
2. Drill ef vowels in single tones and slow scales, teaching
the pupil te recegnize purity of t0ne. Use of tongue an« lip cons0nants as an aic te freeccm of enunciation.

3. Studies ef the g.raae Sieber

ana

some Concone material.

4. Songs of sm~eth style-simple in construction ani of great
meloaic value. Ne flerii arias er attempts at music stressing the
technical equipment ef the young voice: Compesers such as Hawley,
Speaks, Neialin~er, etc.
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Seconci

.!!:!.

1. Same CQre as te easy breathing, Legato connection of tonescale work 1 stressing smoothness, n~t tempe.
2. Insist on quiet b cy ana quiet facial expression as means
to avoia strQin.

3. Sieber Opus 45 is suggested, or stuaies of like aifficulty.

4. Songs of same graae
or range either high er low.
5.

Qn~

style-none that force the extension

Theoretical work requireQ for pianc

stu~ents

is insiste&

upon.
These are the comments on our voice syllabus frem a committee
cf college teachers of voice.
1. We fine the Syllabus excellent as it stanas; thoughtful and
unfierstanding of the problems c~mnected with the "high school voice."
Since very little CQn be 4'1one with the aevele~pment of a voice of t~.t
age, particularly a boy's voice, we feel that the importQnt thing is
a careful nuturing of the natural beauty and freeaom ef the voice
withQut forcing or over-singinco
2.

Two peints we wish to emphasize:
a.

Ne floria arias; ne overstraining of the extremes of
the voice. As college voice instructors, we receive
far tee many high school graauates who have wasted,
ana pessibly seriously endangerea, fine vocal talent
with music technically too difficult for the young
voice.

b.

The retical work required: We wish to couple with
this enough piano study to enable the stu~ent to pl~
his scngs; to make him independent; enable him to
learn his own music. This is invaluable if the student
is to centinue in serious voice study.

3. We might suggest in the First Ye<ir seme flrill in Italian
Pronunciation anti use of ItQlian in Vaccai exercises. (The Singing
Road by Arthur Ward, Ditson Publishers, is a good song collection
which incorporates Vaccai v~calises.)
This m~ be followee in the Second Year with Italian Art
Songs of the 17th ana 18th centuries. There are fine eaitions
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published by Ditsen Italian Art Songs, Glenn an• Spouse, ana also
by Schirmer, the Anthologies. We feel there is great value in the
use of Italian vowels, the "Cantilena Style", anCil acquaintance with
the great vocal compesers of that pericdo
If the student is familiar with French, we would suggest the
Weckerlin Bergerettes; excellent for the young veice, of mejium range 1
n~t profounaly emotional, light, yet interesting.

4. Above all1 a constant, careful concentration by teacher
ani pupil an pure, free anj lovely tone, perfect intonation, and
correct rhythmic detail.
Katherine Bender, Chairman

APPENDIX B

CONSTITUTION OF
ARKANSAS STATE MUSIC TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION

1918-1919
ARTIClE I.

Section lo The name of this organization shall be The Arkansas
State Music Teachers' Association.
Section 2. Its object shall bet (1) The standardization of
the profession of teaching music in Arkansas. (2) To provide competent teachers and to protect the public frem the incompetent.
(3) To premote true culture ~f music by the interchange of ideas~
to advance the interest of musical art and to fester pr~fessional
fraternity throughout the state. (4) To increase knowleGge anG
leve of music and the education of musical taste ana to encourage
original thought in compesition.
ARTICLE IIo

Section lo Any person who is a professional teacher of Voice~
Public School Music~ Piano~ Organ or Violin, of any legitimate instrument of the orchestra, or of any subject pertaining to the theory of
music, may become a member by the payment of two dollars for the first
year ana one !Iollar aml fifty cents each succeeliiing year. Also each
member must pass an examination for licentiate aegree, as is suggested
by the National Board of Association of Presidents ana Past Presiaents
of State an~ National Music Teachers' Associations, within the first
fiscal year, the Association allowing at least six months preparation
to the candiaate, if so aesirea.
Section 2. There shall be a boarcl of examiners of three members
each in the cepartments of Piano~ Voice~ Violin, Organ, Harmony and
History~ anci Public School Music.
In each department one member is
elected to serve for a term of three years~ (chairman); ene for twa
years ana one for one year.
Section 3. Annual «ues must be paid at the beginning of each
fiscal year and membership shall be terminated by failure to pay dues
in any one year.
ARTICLE IIIo

Section 1. The officers shall be president, vice-president,
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secretary an« treasurer, and a program committee of six, elected by
ballot at the annual meeting by a majority of members present and
voting. Saia officers shall constitute an executive boari. Officers
shall hold office for one year and until their successors are elected
and qualifiei, ana shall have power to fill vacancies in said board
and offices uring the year.
Section 2. The State of Arkansas shall be iivided into districts
affairs of each sistrict shall be presided over by iistrict vicepresidents, appointe~ by the president with the approval of the executive
committee. These officers shall hold office for one year.

ana

Section ). N~ pers~n shall hold the same office for more than
two consecutive years.
ARTIClE IVo

Section 1. The presiaent shall preside at all meetings of the
Association and of the executive committee. ,Shall be member ex-officio
of all committees. Shall sign all certificates of membership, sign
or countersign all iisbursements of money, ani shall otherwise perform
the duties incident te the office.
Section 2. In absence of the president the vice-president shall
assume all duties ~f the office.
Section 3. The secretary shall keep minutes of proceedings of
the Association ana of the executive committee; shall keep a roll of
members anQ their aidresses Qn« a recerd of their attensance, and shall
conduct all correspQndenceo
Secti0n 4. The treasurer shall receive all money, make all
disbursements subject to approval of the executive committee. Shall
keep accurate acc~unt f eues paid in and make general report of
financial coneition of the Asscciation at the annual meetings.
Section 5o The program committee shall consist of six members,
one each for departments of Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Public School
Music, History and Harmony, who shall have entire charge of the programs
at the meetings. The committee shall choose one of its members as
chairman; the president ana the secretary shall be ex-officio members
of the committeeo
Section 6. The •istrict vice-presidents shall seni to the
secretary the names ef music teachers in the district; ' shall endeavour
t~ awaken interest throughout the districts in the Association and
its work, an« shall inform the executive committee of the needs anm
desires of music teachers in the cistrict. Sh«ll have authority to
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appoint assistants and if possible form subsidiary organizations of
music teachers for frequent meetings.
SECTION

v.44

Section 1. Annual meetings shall be held at time and place
designated by vote of the Association, or this power may be vested
in the executive committee by vote of the majority of the Association.
Section 2. Special meetings may be called by the president if
ordered by the executive committee or at the request of ten members
of the Association.
Section 3. Fifteen members shall be a quorum for transaction
of business.
ARTIClE VI.
Section 1. At the annual meeting the president shall appoint
from among the members committees of three each on constitution,
by-laws, and membership. Each committee shall further the interests
of each department ~epresented and submit a report at the annual
meting.
Section 2. Amendments to this constitution may be introduced
at any meeting of the Association i f previously approved by the
executive committee or by ten members of the Association. A twothirds vote of members present and voting shall be necessary for
the adoption of such amendment.

44-rhe Constitution read •Section' here, but possibly should
have read 'Article•.

APPENDIX C

1961 REVISED CONSTITUTION
of the
ARKANSAS STATE MUSIC TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION
Article I
Name
The name of this organization shall be "The Arkansas State
Music Teachers' Association."
Article II
Purpose
The purpose of this organization shall be to promote higher
standards of musical instruction, to promote greater interest in
music for all students, to foster musical activities in the state
and maintain a spirit of fellowship within the profession.
Article III
Membership and Dues
Section 1. There shall be six classes of membership:
associate, honorary, student, patron and provisional.

active,

Section 2. Active membership shall be open to teachers of music
in any of its various branches. To attain active status, the applicant
shall fill out a personal data sheet form provided by the Association
and submit it to the committee on membership and certification for
evaluation. If approved, the applicant shall be fully accepted upon
payment of dues to the state treasurer. Active members shall have the
right to vote and hold office. Annual dues shall be $8.25, which
includes $6 Music Teachers National Association dues, $2 Arkansas
State Music Teachers' Association dues and 25 cents Tovey Memorial
Fund. The fiscal year shall begin September 1.
Section 3. Associate membership shall be open to all persons
interested in the activities of the association other than those
eligible for active membership. Annual dues shall be $2. Associate
members shall have all privileges except office holding and voting.-
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Section 4. Honorary membership may be granted to any nonmember who has rendered outstanding service in the field of music or
to the organization and who has been approved by the executive board
and receives the majority of votes present. Honorary members shall
not vote nor hold office in the association.
Section 5. Student membership shall be open to students of
music above sixteen years of age in universities, conservatories,
colleges and studios. Annual dues shall be $1.
Section 6. Any individual, organization, institution or
business firm may become a patron member of ASMTA for one year by
paying $15 or more in support of association projects.
Section 7• Provisional membershi~ shall be open to persons
aspiring to active status upon the realization of eligibility after
study and musical growth. The applicant shall submit to an examination
which shall be administered by the committee on membership and certification to ascertain competency.
Article rf
Duties of Officers and Board Members
Section 1. The elective officers shall be: President, First
and Second Vice-Presidents, Secretary and Treasurer. The appointive
offices shall be: Historian and Parliamentarian.
Section 2. The president shall preside at all meetings of the
association and of the executive board, shall appoint all committees
and be the advisory member of each committee and shall make pro-tem
appointments to fill all vacancies until a meeting of the association
or executive board shall be held.

In case ·of the absence of the president or his inability to
preside, the vice-presidents in their order shall assume all duties
of the office of the president. The first vice-president shall serve
as state membership and certification chairman. His duties shall
include the program chairmanship of the annual state convention.
The second vice-president shall assist the first vice-president
The convention
program shall contain a listing of the names and addresses of the
association members. The second vice-president shall serve as chairman
of publicity and shall be editor-in-chief of an official publication
newsletter. The newsletter shall be called "~kansas Music Teacher"
to correspond with "American Music Teacher"• This publication shall
be issued quarterly in the months of January, April, July and October.
Copies of this newsletter shall be sent to all members of the state
in the editing and printing of the convention program.
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organization and to the officers of the National and Southwestern
Regional Division. Fifty copies shall be mailed to the executive
secretary of 1-Iusic Teachers National Association, 775 Brooklyn
Avenue, Baldwin, New York.
The secretary shall keep minutes of the proceedings of the
association and the executive board, shall be present at all meetings
to read the minutes and shall mail copies of the minutes to all members of the Board of Directors. The secretary shall also confer with
the president on an agenda for each board meeting and shall send a
copy of this agenda to the editor of "Arkansas Music Teacher" for the
pur~ose of informing the membership on topics to be considered in the
order of the day. The secretary shall keep a roll of members and
their addresses and a record of their attendance and shall attend to
all official association correspondence.
The treasurer shall receive all money, issue numbered membership receipts, make all disbursements subject to the approval of the
executive board, keep an account of all dues paid in, make a general
report of the financial condition of the association at the time of
the annQal meeting and send monthly reports to the president. The
treasurer shall notify all members annually, September the first,
that dues are outstanding and should be paid before January first
of the new year. Delinquents shall be sent a second notice. The
treasurer shall be under bond to be paid by the association with
the approval of the executive committee.
Section 3. The president shall appoint, subject to the approval
of the executive committee, a historian who shall keep on file all programs 1 news articles, pamphlets and clippings pertaining to the organization
these to be passed on to his successor in office.
The immediate past president shall become parliamentarian whose
duty it is to attend to all regular and called meetings, to pass upon
all matters of procedure which may be referred to him and to serve as
chairman of publicity for the year.
Section 4. The elective and appointive officers shall comprise
the executive committee which may act in the case of an emergency. The
board of directors shall consist of the executive committee, all past
presidents as permanent but non-voting members and ten board members.
Section 5. The ten board members, two from each of the five
districts, shall be in charge of all activities of the districts. They
shall attend to the organization of their respective districts; plan
workshops, study groups and recitals; and, in every way, foster the
professional improvement of the members of the association.
Section 6. No person shall be elected or appointed as an officer
of this organization unless he or she is a paid up member. Any vacancy

1~

occurring in the board of directors may be filled for the unexpired
term by the president's recommendation approved by a majority vote
of the remaining members of the board. Two consecutive absences
from board meetings without a valid reason shall be deemed a resignation. The board of directors shall plan and direct the activities
of the organization and shall create and designate such special
committees as it may deem necessary.
Article V
This constitution may be amended at any annual meeting by a
two-thirds vote of those present, the proposed amendment having been
submitted in writing to the membership two weeks prior to the annual
meeting with the approval of the board of directors.

APPENDIX D

CURRENT PL[N OF CERTIFICATION
Article II-Certificates
Section l. TYPES OF CERTIFICATES
Three types of Certificates shall be issued.
A. The Provisional Certificate permits a candidate with proper
preparation but with no experience to receive an Arkansas Music Certificate on the basis of preparation.
Bo The Certificate of Experience recognizes the candidate's
proficiency as a teacher and is awarded on the basis of a successful
demonstration of this proficiency.

c. The Certificate of Professional Advancement recognizes the
candidate's efforts, by extended study and other means of selfimprovement and by a distinctive contribution to the field of music
education, to attain a higher level in the profession.
Section 2. AREAS OF INSTRUCTION
Certificates shall be awarded in the various areas of music
instruction after the requirements for certificates as stated below
have been met. Successful candidates will be certified by the
Association as qualified teachers of Piano, Violin, Voice, other
stringed instruments and wind instruments. A ~rson may be a
candidate for a certificate in more than one area of instruction.
Section 3 • MEMBERSHIP
Membership in the Arkansas Music Teachers Association is
required for all certificates. Membership must be maintained to
keep a certificate in force.
Section 4. REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATES
A.

THE PROVISIONAL CERTIFICATE
1. a. Age:

21 years or over

b. A high school education or the equivalent
c. Shall have two years of standard music curriculum in an
institution accepted by the Certification Board, or its
equivalent. Any deficiencies may be removed by successfully passing a written or oral equivalency examination.
(The standard music curriculum will include harmony,
keyboard harmony, ear training, sight singing, music
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literature, history, repertory and study in the applied
field in which the applicant wishes to be certified.)
d. At least twelve (12) points of credit, according to the
following scale, earned within the six-year period
immediately preceding the date of application.
Professional or public performance: solo, accompanying
or conducting,
Complete Program onlY••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••2
Maximum poin.t s • •••• ·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 6
Professional Public Performance; ensemble instrumental
or vocal••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ol

Maximum points•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•6
College Courses, each 3 semester hours of credit beyond
the 2 year requirement•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••!
Courses in orchestration, conducting, composition,
master class, other courses not to be found in the
two-year standard curriculum•••••••••••••••••••••••••••!
Published compositions, general••••••••••••••••••••••••2
Published compositions, educational••••••••••••••••••l-4
(all compositions must be submitted for evaluation)
Published article in music journals••••••••••••••••••••2
Years of teaching experience:
Under three years••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••2
From three to five years ••.••• •• •••••••• ••• ••••••:•••• •• .4
Over five years••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••6
other training and experience••••••••••••••••••••••••l-4
Holding important office of committee assignment
in Civic Music or Music Teachers Association ••••••••••• 2
Attendance at Association conventions,

worksho~s ••••••• l

Students entered in auditions and competitive events,
per event•••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••l

Maximum points•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••6
2. Validity of Certificate:
The Provisional Certificate shall be good for a period of
six years from the date of issuance, and, upon proof of
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extenuating circumstances~ have a two-year renewal privilege~
after which time it will be void and the candidate dropped
from the Association's list of certified teachers.

B. THE CERTIFICATE OF EXPERIENCE
The awarding of this certificate is not contingent upon the
receipt of the Provisional Certificate.
1.

Requirements:
a. Age:

26 years or over

b. At least five (5) years of teaching experience. This
shall be attested to by a notarized statement with the
signatures of two references.
c. He shall have a high school education or the equivalent.
do

He shall have sixty (60) semester hours or ninety (90)
quarter hours of credit in music in an institution aceepted
by the Board of Certification. Any deficiencies may be
removed by successfully passing a.written or oral equivalency examination. A bachelor's degree in music from an
institution accepted by the Board of Certification will
automatically satisfy this requirement.

e. At least fifteen (15) points of credit according to the
scale under A-1-d above~ in addition to those required
for the Provisional Certificate. Fifteen of these points
must have been earned within the six-year period immediately
preceding the date of application.
f.

He shall submit two pupils who have studied with him for a
minimum of one year for demonstration before an Examinir].g
Committee selected by the Board of Certification. The
students will be examined on the following:
(1)

Performance: three compositions shall be performed,
two from memory.

(2)

Reading: material commensurate with the student's
level Gf accomplishment.

(3)

Musicianship: scales~ arpeggios~ other musical
experiences which will indicate that the student
is gaining cultural, social or emotional benefits
from music today.
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2. Renewal: The Certificate of Experience is valid for a
period of six years. It may be renewed every six years
by the presentation of 15 points of credit according to
the scale under A-1-d above.

C. CERTIFICATE OF PROFESSIONAL aDVANCEMENT
1. Requirements:
a. Age t

31 years or over

b o .At least ten ( 10) years of teaching experience. This is
to be attested to by a notarized statement which will
carry the signatures of two references.
c.

The candidate shall hold, or be qualified to hold, the
Certificate of Experience.

d. Shall submit three (3) pupils who have studied with him
for a minimum of two years for a demonstration to an
Examining Committee selected by the Board of Certification.
The examination shall be similar to that of the Certificate
of Experience except that each of the students must score
a grade of B or better.
e. Shall present evidence that he has satisfied ONE of the
following requirements:
1. Sixty (6o) semester hours or ninety (90) quarter hours
of credit, or the equivalent, in music, music education
and related courses beyond those required for the Certificate of Experience. A Master's Degree in music from
an institution recognized by the Board of Certification
would automatically satisfy this requirement.
ii. A combination of school, private study, festival or
concert participation, and other educational experiences
to total a minimum of fifty (50) :points of credit,
according to the scale under k-1-d above, beyond those
required for the Certificate of Experience.
f.

Shall present evidence that he has contributed to the
profession by his accomplishments in one or more of the
following:
i. Authorship: the publication of a treatise, in book
or pamphlet form, on music teaching, and/or the
publication of two or more articles in any national
journal devoted to music.
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Composition: The publication of educational material.
This must be submitted to the Examining Committee for
examination and evaluation.

iii.

Research: A research paper begun and developed under
the guidance of a member of the Certification Board on
a problem or phase of music teaching.

iv.

Pedagogy: That he has instructed or is qualified to
instruct teachers. This must include a full course
outline of the work which has been or will be offered.

g. Shall present himself before the Certification Board for
interview.
h. Shall present evidence that he holds, or has held office
or important committee assignment in a music teachers
organization. This provision does not apply to members
of religious orders whose rules do not permit them to
fulfill such assignments.
i.

The requirements for this certificate may be fulfilled
over a period of six years from the date of application.
The candidate must submit, however, with his application,
the means by which he intends to meet the requirements.

2. The Certificate of Professional Advancement will remain in
force as long as the holder of the certificate maintains
membership in the Arkansas Music Teachers Association.

ARTICLE III-AMENDMENTS
Section 1. The ~rovisions and requirements of the Certification
Plan may be modified by a majority vote of the Certification Board.
Such modification must be reported to the membership in the chairman's
annual report.
Section
as outlined by
brought before
Convention for

2. All basic changes of requirements of certificates
this plan or of the certificates themselves must be
a General Session of the State Association in State
approval.

·APPENDIX E

REGIONS AND DISTRICTS

-

Arkansas State Music Teachers' Association
Region I:
District lt Bentonville, Fayetteville, Mountain Home, Siloam Springs,
Springdale, Subiaco, Yellville
District 2: Clarksville, Fort Smith, Ozark, Russellville, Van Buren
Region II:
District lt Hoxie, Paragould, Pocahontas, Walnut Ridge
District 2:

Jonesboro, McCrory, State College

District 3:: Augusta, Batesville, Heber Springs, Newport, Searcy
Region IIIt
District 1: Blytheville, Booneville, Danville, Hot Springs, Mena,
Mount Ida, Plainview, Waldron
District 2t Bryant, Benton, Conway, England, Greenbrier, Little Rock,
North Little Rock
District 3t Beebe, Brinkley, Wynne
District

4t. Marianna, Stuttgart, Helena

Region IV:
District lt Bradley, Forman, Hope, Nashville, Texarkana
District 2: Arkadelphia, Malvern, Sparlanan
District 3: Camden, Emerson, Junction City1 Magnolia
Region V:
District la Altheimer, Pine Bluff, Sheridan
District 2:: College Heights, Lake Village, McGehee, Monticello,

~1

Star City, Tillar, Warren
District 3: Crossett, El Dorado, Wilmot
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AN ABSTRACT OF A THESIS
Wright, Charles Wade,

! History !?£. the Arkamas State Music

Teachers Association. Master of Music Education, May, 1964, 122 pp.,
bibliography, 73 titles.
This study records a documented history of the Arkansas State
Music Teachers Association from its inception in 1915 to the present.
It also presents significant areas in which the Association has contributed to music throughout the state.
Major sources of data were letters of communication, convention
programs, the Arkansas Music Teacher publication, memorandt.nns in
mimeographed form and personal interviews with past . officers of the
Association.
This stuqy has been organized into a chronological sequence
of events which took place in the development of the Association,
the program of annual conventions, significant contributions of the
Association and a general summary of the worko
This study has revealed that the Association has aided in
advancing the cause of music in Arkansas through certification and
accreditation, through student contests and festivals, through
student chapters and through the promotion of the concept that music
should be provided for every child in every school in Arkansas.

